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paign focused on improving the
lives of girls between ages 9 and
13, Richman was able listen to
some of the girls talk. The group
provided names of girls for her
to interview and photograph for
By Usa Halverstadt
REPORTER
her project
Richman began listening to the
Before she started college, Lisa
girls' stories by speaking to each
Richman never felt silenced.
She grew up with four sisters pre-teen girl in her bedroom and
who were always willing to talk then taking photographs of her.
She chose to interview
about their feelings and
them in their bedrooms
ideas.
because she thought
But when Richman,
they'd be most comfortnow a graduate stuable in their own persondent at the University,
al spaces. She said she
began her undergraduwas shocked by just how
ate project at Franklin
much these girls told her
and Marshall College,
about their lives.
she learned that many
One 13-year-old girl,
teenage girls feel supUSA
at five months pregnant,
pressed by society.
RICHMAN
told Richman she would
On Friday, Richman
STUDENT
probably drop out of
presented the stories of
school. Another, struga few of these young, atrisk teenage girls from Lancaster, gling with her gender identity,
Perm., in a photojournalism proj- confessed that her mother forced
her to wear make-up because she
ect titled, "The Girls' Room."
"Everyone has a story but the wore her hair like "like a boy."
As these girls told their stories,
stories of girls are rarely heard,"
she said to the group gathered in Richman recorded their conversations and then, after several
the Women's Center.
Richman used a Power Point months, presented her findings at
presentation filled with quotes a gallery at Franklin and Marshall
and photographs of the girls to College.
"You're not going to hear these
tell their stories.
With the help of Girl Power, girls' voices in statistics," she said.
In her presentation at the
a government-sponsored cam-
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Girl Power reveals
secret lives, emotions
Campaign gives
struggling pre-teens
chance for a voice
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Vfomen's Center, Richman told
the group about the realities
these young pre-teen girls face
everyday — low self-esteem,
friendship crises, identity issues
and poor body image
"Because some of these issues
seem tiny, we may not hear them
sometimes but these are their
whole lives," she said.
Laura Kutcher, a sophomore
who attended the presentation,
said she got something out of
Richman's work.
"It makes you realize that so
many other girls don't feel up to
par or up to other people's standards," she said.
In addition to sharing her
story in university communities,
Richman has also presented her
project at the Teen Pregnancy
Prevention Conference in
Harrisburg, Penn., in Big Brother
and Big Sister training programs
and at Montreal's Transforming
Spaces conference, a Canadian
non-profit organization that supports social justice for girls.
But Richman just hopes her
project will continue to have an
impact.
"The Girls' Room, in my opinion, is a living breathing thing"
she said. "I don't think we should
be waiting until |the girls] are
adults to find out what they've
gone through."

Funding for BG shrinks
Ribeaus University
address focuses on
private fundraising
By Kyle Reynolds
REPORTER

Citing a steady decline in state
fundraising for higher education, the University's future success will rely more and more
on private fundraising from the
"Building Dreams" campaign,
according to President Sidney
Ribeau in his "State of the
University" address on Friday.
OneconcemRibeauexpressed
was that the University's budget has been shrinking over the
years, and he expects that trend
to continue
"At one time state support was
at 60 to 65 percent of what it cost
to run the University, and now
it's about a third of what it cost to
run the University," Ribeau said.
"In a ten year time period we

have gone from a state-funded currendy maintains that it is
institution, where the majority spending $4.5 billion a month
of our support comes from the on the conflict in Iraq, or about
state, to a state-assisted one. $100,000 per minute," Ribeau
where it is around 30 percent said. "One of the things we are
and declining as I speak."
fighting for... is $30 million in
Erin Keller, a member of the additional state share of instrucUniversity's admintion for 25 community
istrative staff, said she
colleges and 15 state
thought hearing Ribeau
institutions, for almost
speak about the possi40 institutions it comes
ble changes in the way
to less than a $1 milthe University could be
lion per institution."
funded was important.
Ribeau believes that
"1 think the most
the University is in
important thing he
good shape now, but
discussed was how the
just a little more fundSIDNEY
ing could make things
state is planning on
RIBEAU
that much better.
changing the way we
PRESIDENT
"The news I have
are being funded," Erin
today is good news
said.
Ribeau showed his displea- about the state of Bowling Green
sure over the lack of funding State University and what we're
for higher education by pointing doing with the resources that we
out how much more money the have, but just a little bit of fundgovernment is spending on the ing for higher education would
military.
"The defense department
RIBEAU, PAGE 2

Surprise move adds to stress
UT students relocated
on short notice to
save university money
By Ashley Lumm
REPORtER

Imagine receiving a letter stating you are being relocated to
a new dorm with a new roommate — oh yeah, and it's a week
before finals.
According to Wayne Gates,
assistant vice president of residence life, University of Toledo
students living in Dowd, Nash
and White residence halls were
told in December they were
being moved to new residence
halls over holiday break to save

money for the university.
The students were notified a
week before final exams, adding the stress of moving all their
belongings when they could
have been studying.
Toledo freshman Ali Warren
understands why the students
were angry.
"A lot of the students were
upset because the letter did not
give them much of a heads up,"
she said. "It is too much of a hassle to have to move all your stuff
out and then get accustomed to
new living quarters and roommates midway through the
year."
Aisha Kaemming, freshman
at BGSU, has a similar opinion.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

"I would be pretty upset if
Bowling Green told me to move
all my stuff out before next
semester," Kaemming said. "The
least theycoulddoistell them in
advance."
According to Gates, the relocation was due to finances.
"We had sufficient space
for the students, therefore the
move gave us an opportunity to
reduce expenses and to also give
students a better living environment," Gates said.
The dorm will not be permanently closed, but will only be
used next semester if necessary.
BG has been put in similar
UT. PAGE 6

Colleen Redmond BGNews
WHAT THE ?!@#$@: Left to right: Kyle Flynn, sophomore, is pulling for the Steelers. Marcus Jordan,
sophomore, is watching because his hometown is Detroit. Ross Duncan is a freshman. The three
were watching the commercials as well as the game, SEE FULL BOWL COVERAGE ON PAGE 9

GSS looks for student input
regarding One Card system
By Cassandra Shofar
REPORtER

The acoustics of the Graduate
Student Senate mom echoed the
overwhelming response graduate
students gave when asked if discontinuing the bursar option is a
good or bad decision.
Graduate Assistant Tamara
Rice, who is also GSS's voice
on the Campus One Card
Implementation Team, spoke at
the GSS meeting Friday about the
new One Card system and wanted
to know what graduate students
are concerned about with the idea
of a debit card system instead of
the present credit based system.
"1 am confident the executive
committee will not make any decisions without student input ... I
feel very good about that," Rice
said via e-mail, explaining that
she does feel the COOT needs to
communicate better to students
the progress of implementing this
One Card system and the steps
being taken to do so.
Rice told the graduate students
that as the GSS voice on this issue,
she just "needed to know what
their voice was."
Rice is convinced that the com-
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mittee will not make a decision
without students' input. So the
more student involvement, the
better.
"I think when students don't
hear anything, they assume decisions are being made behind their
backs, and that is not the case
here," Rice said.
Rice also said that the new system can be a "win-win" siniation
concerning the University and
its students because it has a lot
more capabilities than the old one
does.
She also explained that this new
system can have a credit-based
system and is not only limited to a
debit system.
"The decision to have a credit
system is a policy decision, not a
systems decision, which is why we
have GSS and USG representation
to address that," she added.
Kelly Lang also discussed a
health insurance update.
"The Health Service Advisory
Committee has voted a 'yes' on
including contraceptive coverage
in the healthcare insurance plan
for next semester," said Lang, who
is the GSS representative on the
HSAC. The majority of students

supported including this coverage."
lang said that this extra coverage affects the price of the insurance plan, but only minimally.
"Upon analysis, it was the best
option for students," she said. "It
is cost effective for |them|."
Lang said the next big decision
on the HSAC is whether or not to
include dental and vision coverage on the healthcare insurance
plan, and also on the agenda is the
comparing of spousal and dependent coverage rates.
The last major issue discussed
at the GSS meeting was die new
incomplete policy the University
will institute next fall semester
and how it will affect graduate
students.
"The new policy ... will put a
limit on the length of time students are allowed to have an
'incomplete' on their transcript,"
said GSS president Zach ililpert.
who explained that the present
option lor graduate students to
graduate with an incomplete will
diminish as they know it.
"Starting fall of 2006, any incomCARD, PAGE 6
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Pastor organizes boycott of gay-supporting companies
Reverend rejects those
who back gay antidiscrimination bill
By Megan Schmidt
REPORTER

A Washington pastor called for
the support of fellow Christians
lasi month when he declared a
national boycott of companies
thai supported a state bill protecting gays from discrimination.
Rev. Kevin Hutcherson — pastor of Antioch Bible Church in
suburban Seattle — alerted religious consumers that companies such as Microsoft. Nike and
1 lewlett Packard were endorsing
the bill, which prohibits discrimination due to sexual orientation for those seeking housing.

employment, credit or insurance.
A spokesperson for Microsoft
confirmed the company's backing of the bill, saying, "While we
have always had strong internal
anti-discrimination policies and
employee benefits, our internal
policies cannot cover the range of
housing education, financial and
other services that many of our
employees and families need."
Hutcherson responded by
encouraging his supporters to
purchase shares in the companies' stock and then dump them
to drive down prices.
That bill, which passed narrowly in the state Senate on a
25-23 vote, was signed into law
last week.
Rev. Edward Schleter, a pastor

High schools face
changes for 2007
Ohio follows other
states in revising
state requirements
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)—Gov.
Bob Taft's plan for a tougher
high school curriculum in 18
months does not give educators much time compared with
other states that have adopted
similar measures.
"There have not been serious issues because this was
not dropped on schools out of
the clear blue," said Dan Clark
of the Indiana State Teachers'
Association.
In Indiana, officials had
more than a decade before
the "Core 40" classes were
required. Texas made a more
rigorous curriculum mandatory in 2004, more than 10
yean after the state began
Offering the program in 1993.
The "Ohio Core" plan would
require high school students
to take four years of math and
English, three years of science
and social studies and two

"There have not
been serious issues
because this was not
dropped on schools
out of the clear
blue."
DAN CLARK. INDIANA STATE
TEACHERS'ASSOCIATION
years of a foreign language
beginning in the fall of 2007.
Taft plans to get a bill introduced to lawmakers in the
next few weeks and wants it
passed this year.
Some educators' unionsand
others in Ohio have expressed
fears that forcing a large number of students into harder
classes so quickly will require
more resources than schools
can provide with their already
tight budgets.
Taft says it will be challenging to put the new program in
place on schedule, but argues
SCHOOLS, PAGE 6

at St. Aloysius Church in Bowling
Green, said that although he was
not familiar with the bill, the boycott tactic is one that usually produces results.
"A big way to get a point across
is through economic power,"
Schleter said. "It gets attention
a lot quicker than a letter to the
editor does. It's a lot easier to
influence through economics."
But Rev. Mark Blake, senior
pastor at the evangelical Bowling
Green Alliance Church, said boycotting the companies may not
be the right route for Hutcherson
to spread his ideas.
"I suppose there might be better ways to teach the morality of
Christianity," he said. "If I were
as concerned las Hutcherson], I
would have more discussion with

give us a greater return on the
quality of life for our citizens..."
Ribeau said.
I le also touted the University's
learning communities and the
BGeXperience, which have been
nationally recognized.
"for the third consecutive year
in a row, the U.S. News and World
Repon cited BGSU as one of the
best schools in the nation for our
exceptional learning communities." said Ribeau, adding that
Hi leX was also cited In II. s News
and World Repon for quality firstyear programming.
Ribeau believes the learning
communities and the first-year
programs are a key reason for
student retention rates growing
Last year, the University's student retention rate was 79.1 percent, the highest it had been in 12
years, he said.
"This, I believe, is a significant

achievement, and is indicative
that our investment in learning
communities and first-year programs is paying off," Ribeau said.
Recent data shows that the
average retention rate of students who participate in at least
one of the University's first-year
program initiatives is 83.1 percent, compared to a 63.8 percent
retention rate for students who
do not participate in any of the
first-year programs, he said.
Ribeau also discussed what a
success "Building Dreams," the
University's centennial campaign, has been so far.
"Our centennial campaign,
Building Dreams,' is making
excellent progress toward our
fund-raising goal of $120 million," Ribeau said. "So far, we
have raised 76 percent of our target goal, for a total of $91 million,
as of Dec. 31.2005. We are now in
the 42nd month of a 78-month
campaign."

stance on gay rights. He said
he had "no opinion" on the bill
I lutcherson was boycotting
"We aren't able to condone
homosexual activity, but we do
not support prejudice," he said.
"These are people who deserve
to be respected and deserve to
have certain civil rights."
Nicky Damania. coordinator of
the LGBTA-Q resource center on
campus, said he disagrees with
Hutcherson's boycott because
it will hurt everyone — not just
homosexuals.
"The LGBT community makes
up only 10 to 20 percent of the
population," Damania said.
"These companies support giving Ihomosexualsl benefits, but
for him to say, 'don't support any
of these companies,' what about

the 80 percent of employees who
work there who are heterosexual?
It hurts them too."
Blake said it was difficult to
determine llutchersorfs exact
reasons for deciding on the boycott as the preferred means of
protest.
"I would guess it was some
motivation to follow a sense of
right and wrong in the Christian
perspective," he said. "Iwould've
handled it differently."
Damania hopes the boycott is
not successful.
"I would hope [Hutcherson]
would realize that there is there
is no justification for doing this."
he said. "1 would hope eventually
that message will trickle down to
him."

'1964: The Tribute* keeps Beatles music alive
Tribute band gains
respect of audience at
concert on Friday
By Mike Robinson
DEFOtTCI
Beatles fans descended upon
Maumee last weekend in
hopes of fulfilling their need
for "British Invasion" entertainment.
1964: The Tribute, the band
that Rolling Stone magazine
voted as the "Number One
Beatles Tribute Show on Earth,"
performed at the Maumee
Indoor Theater on Friday night.
1964: The Tribute is a four
man group that portrays each
member of The Beatles. The
group includes Marie Benson as
"John Lennon," Gary Grimes as
"Paul McCartney," Greg George
as "Ringo Starr "and Jimmy Pou
as "George Harrison."
The audience on Friday
night was not only composed
of "baby boomers," who grew
up listening to The Beatles, but
college students, senior citizens
and young children.
"Their style has stood the test
of time," said audience member

Address highlights achievements
RIBEAU. FROM PAGE 1

the gay and lesbian community,
rather than being a distanced
protester."
Blake said that as a pastor, he
focuses on communicating with
people and would be hesitant
to declare a protest similar to
Hutcherson's at his own church.
"I'm concerned about what
Microsoft thinks or what anybody thinks to an extent," he said,
"but church folks operate independently. People think independently. I don't think I would
initiate something like that as
a group. I would not lead the
church in that direction."
Schleter said St. Aloysius — a
Catholic church — would also be
unlikely to promote a boycott like
Hutcherson's, mostly because his
church does not have a defined

Andrea Gutierrez, a staff member in the University's co-op
intemshipoffice.enjoyedRJbeau's
speech and felt she learned how
to establish skills that can make a
difference in the world.
"Hisspeech was well-prepared,
delivered, and I learned a lot."
Andrea said. "He spoke about
how University employees like
me can develop skills to impact
the nation."
Ribeau closed his speech with
an optimistic statement about
how he believes the University
will meet the changes in higher
education.
"The higher education landscape is changing throughout
our region, state, and across the
nation," Ribeau said. "However
if we remain focused on our
mission and vision I believe that
Bowling Green State University
will be well-poised to meet the
challenges that lie ahead."

Sandy Saferin of The Beatles,
who grew up listening to the
group.
As people filed into the
Maumee Indoor Theater, most
of them chatted with excitement. There was a mood of
anticipation in the air that is
very uncommon, especially for
a tribute band.
Once 1964: The Tribute
stepped onto the stage, it was as
if The Beatles had stepped out
of their famous performance
on "The Ed Sullivan Show"
and into the Maumee Indoor
Theater.
The band delivers on a level
that no other tribute band has
accomplished. They not only
perform The Beatles' songs
flawlessly, but they banter with
each other between songs as
if they were The Beatles themselves.
Throughout the concert,
audience members were yelling out, "lohn!" and "Ringo!"
in hopes of getting the band's
attention. 1964: The Tribute
relished the applause that was
part of a small form of "Bcatlemania" in the Maumee Indoor
Theater.

lordin Flowei BGNews

HARD NIGHT'S ROCK: Members of 1964: The tribute played Friday night
in Maumee to a packed house. The band plays covers of the Beatles.

Prostitution is an addiction
not a problem, officials say
Nebraska bill calls for
treatment instead of
jailtime for hookers
By Katie Backma
U-WIRE

UNCOLN, Neb. — Prostitutes
can't simply stop selling their
bodies for sex because it
becomes an addiction, said a
proponent to a legislative bill
that would create a prostitution
intervention, treatment and
education fund.
Bill ■ supporter
Mary
Raynovich,
director
of
Omaha, Neb.'s Salvation Army
Wellspring Program, which
assists recovering female and
male prostitutes, said people
who practice prostitution need
professional help and guidance.
In many cases, prostitution
also leads to drug and alcohol addiction, she said, and
Nebraskans need treatment so
they stop selling their bodies.
I Blow; proposes to create a
fund that the Department of
Health and Human Services
could distribute among its six
statewide centers.
Sen. John Synowiccki of
Omaha introduced the bill to

the state's judiciary committee pulled back into the cycle."
on Wednesday.
Synowiecki said business
The proposed fund could owners and residents of his
support the treatment prosti- district have told him this is a
tutes would need—counseling problem they would like to see
drug and alcohol rehabilitation fixed.
and possibly temporary housOmaha may be the only
ing, Synowiecki said Thursday.
Nebraska area struggling with
"Many of the prostitutes, prostitution, he said, but he
mainly women, recycle through hopes the bill will pass to make
Douglas ICountyl court system treatment available to the state.
and spend six
Recently 1,800 prostimonths in jail,"
tution cases have gone
he said. "And
through the Douglas
in most cases,
County court system.
they're then back
"No question does
on the streets."
this demonstrate the
At the hearneed for treatment,"
ing, Raynovich,
he said. "I hope the
who
supports
bill can correct (the
the health and
trends]."
human services
About 95 percent
JOHN SYNOWIECKI.
fund, said she'd
of Wellspring's parSENATOR
like to offer temticipants have been
porary
housaddicted to drugs
ing as an additional service of and alcohol, Raynovich said.
Wellspring, but the program About 85 percent of patients are
doesn't have sufficient funds. women.
However, housing has been
Sen. lim lensen of Omaha
on the program's wish list, she asked Raynovichabout patients'
said.
outcomes.
"Many women leave the jail
Raynovich said 18 people
and have no safe place to go, have completed Wellspring's
so they are back out on Park treatment program but only
Avenue and Leavenworth
13 clients have stopped using
IStrcctl," she said. 'They just get drugs and prostituting.

"No question
does this
demonstrate
the need for
treatment."
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TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
801 FIFTH ST: Two bdrm unfurn. apts w/ off Street parking and washer
and dryers in bldgs. FREE WATER & SEWER. Cat okay.
803 FIFTH ST: Two bdrm. unfurn. apts w/ off Street parking and washer and dryers in bldas
FREE WATER & SEWER. Cat okay.
309 HIGH ST: Two bdrm. unfurn. apts w/ off Street parking close to Campus. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Cat okay.
520 E. REED: Two bdrm. turn. & unfurn. apts across from Campus. Off Street parking. FREE
WATER & SEWER.

Stop by our only office or call us at (419) i 52- 5620
332 S. M.iin
Bowling Green

\l \\ IPVP

www.newloverenl;ils.cf)m
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TEMPERATURE TURNED DOWN AT UC TO SAVE
(U-WIRE) CINCINNATI — Recent reports from
Cinergy indicating the cost of energy will rise 66
percent has caused the University of Cincinnati to
keep costs down by lowering all of the thermostats on
campus to about 70 degrees to conserve heat when
students and faculty are not occupying the rooms.

CAMPUS

BGNEWS Growing gender gap boosts
BRIEFING
women's desire for aTnate*

IN THE WINGS

THE 60 HEWS

Music professor to
release new CD

Burton Beerman, a professor of
composition at the University,
released a CD titled, "Beerman
Unplugged, almost (cq)," on
the Capstone Records label
The recording includes the
song "Voices," for soprano
voice and contra-bass, which
features the vocals of Jane
Schoonmaker Rodgers, an
assistant professor of voice at
BGSU. and
bassist Steve
GOewsld.
The piece
won
first
prize in 1984
from
the
International
Society
of
Bassists.
BURTON
In addition
BEERMAN
to teaching in
the College of
Musical Arts, Beerman is director of tile MidAmerican Center
for Contemporary Music at the
University.
Most recently, he was awarded a 2005 Barlow Endowment
Commission
for
Music
Composition for his work "A
Still Small Voice" written for
cello and dancer. The piece will
premiere in New York during
the 2006-07 concert season.

By Meredith Hmos
l-WIIE
WACO, Texas — Home alone
Saturday night with a tub of
Blue Bell and season five of
"Friends"? No need to wallow
in self-pity. Three out of every
25 girls have to be dateless at
Baylor University. With a current 12 percent gender gap
between the sexes, Baylor's
campus is pan of a national
trend toward an unbalanced
male-to-female ratio.
According to the U.S.
Department of Education, the
gender breakdown of colleges
that receive federal student aid
in 2003-04 was 57.4 percent
women and 42.6 percent men,
compared to Baylor's current
56.4 percent women and 43.6
percent men in fall 2005.
"Nationally, more women do
go to college than men," said
lames Steen, associate vice
president of admission and
enrollment services. "Women
are usually more organized and
goal-oriented. They are earlier to
apply and pay their deposits."
According to the National
Center for Educational Statistics,
female enrollment increased
from 42 percent in 1970 to 56
percent in 2001. Additionally,
women have met and surpassed

'talife
hll|>: i-untsln^iuilii''

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

men in degree attainment over
the past three decades.
Some point to differences in
the way women leam and the
current educational methodology geared toward this feminine
way of thinking as a possible
reason for the growing gap.
"Women arc naturally more in
tune with their senses and have
a more holistic learning style,"
said Dr. Elizabeth Palacious,
educational psychology lecturer. "We're good at pulling subject
matter together and doing a lot
of things at once without missing a beat."
Even though there are obvious differences in the way
male and female brains are
wired, Palacious said, it's hard
to generalize the way these differences are manifested in the
classroom.
"Men have a tendency to be
more compartmentalized and
concrete in the way that they
think," Palacious said. "They're
experiential; they want the bottom line."
This contrast in thought pattern can lead to difficulties in
the classroom at a young age
said Dae Vasek, academic
adviser at the Office of Access
and Learning Accommodation.
OALA has about 424 men regis-

17th Annual Multicultural Dinner
Theater "90s Soul" Ticket Sale
Purchase $12 general sealing, or
$20 tickets that include a dinner
buffet, lor a student/staff production on Feb. 17. Cash, checks, bursar and budget transfers accepted.
424 Saddlemire Building

from
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9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Heart suckers sale
Omega Phi Alpha will be selling
suckers for Heartwalk.
Union Lobby

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Valentine's Day candy and carnations sale, sponsored by the BGSU
American Red Cross chapter
Union Lobby

10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Ticket sales lor Vagina Monologues
Union Lobby
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Care packages, sponsored by
Gospel Chon
Union Lobby

tered and 369 women.
Perhaps more on the minds of
students are the social implications of the gap, rather than the
educational. The differences in
the way men and women operate in relationships is only inten sified by Baylor's 12 percent gap.
"A lot of college women are
starting to look for Mr. Right,
for a man that fits their criteria
for a relationship.'' Palacious
said. "Many women at this
time in their lives are psychologically ready for that kind of
commitment."
Many college men, however,
are like "kids in a candy store,"
Palacious said, and the two genders generally have different
goals at this point in their lives.
"Many women arctoo focused
on finding a mate," Brenham,
Texas, junior Eva Studer said.
"They need to put more
thought into being an established woman than finding a
boyfriend," Studer said.
Bloomington, Ind., senior
lacquie Scott said the unbalanced ratio pushes the idea that
women need to attach themselves to a man.
"As a community leader.
I always heard my girls complaining about all the good ones
being taken," Scott said.

Jordan Flower BGNews
BREAK A LEG: Tibor Horvath waits on the side of the stage to
go on during a performance Thursday by Le Ballet Tiakdero Oe
Monte Carlo, an all-male comic ballet group.

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Chocolate heart suckers sale, sponsored by Friends of the Humane
Society
Union Lobby
2 - 6:30 p.m.
Single's Awareness Day fundraiser
Women's Chorus will be raffling off
baskets ol gift certificates
Union Lobby
2 - 9 p.m.
CAC Tournament ticket sales
The Computer Art Club will be
selling tickets for an oft-campus
tournament.
Union Lobby

5 - 6 p.m.
Discover China — Summer 2006
Learn more about earning credit
this summer while studying in
China. No previous Chinese language study is required.
315 Union

6 - 8 p.m.
White wine tasting
Learn how to properly taste white
wines. Must be 21 or older to participate, with a cost ol $10.
' Union information desk

5:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Computer Science and Supply
Chain Management Fair
Students seeking co-ops. internships, and permanent employment
in all areas of Computer Science.
Management Information Systems
and ISAC are invited to meet with
employers. Resulting interviews will
be conducted the following day.
202A Union

7 p.m.
Acclaimed film director Lea Pool
will screen "The Blue Butterfly'' in
the Gish Film Theater as part ol the
Pallister Francophone Canadian
Lecture Series Following the film
will be a reception hosted by series
originator. Dr. Janis Pallister. This
event is free and open to the public.
105 Hanna Hail
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NEWI9VE

May 2006 Leases

Rentals

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Open House

"chance brought us together,
hearts made us friends.'

•835 5th,4bdrm
$1000/mo
August 2006 Leases

Monday, February 6th
8- 10pm at the Alpha XI Delta
House on Sorority Row

• 239 B Manville, 1 bdrm
S350/mo
• 849A 6th St., 1 bdrm
S325/mo

trope to seeuou. Ciere/

Call 419-352-9392
for current listing
Any questions, please contact Christa at fhchc@bgsu.edu
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MX BFROBOSE RENTALS

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

*No Parental Guarantees Needed

• Professional Management Team

♦ Over 400 Houses,Apts., & Condos

* Pets Permitted In Some Rentals

♦ Full-time Maintenance

* No Application Fees
visic our oatf office:

Newlove Management Services
332 South Main St.
Bowling Green, OH, 43402
(419)352-5620
visit our website at wvm.newloverentals.com

Use Edison summer classes to...
Stoa (t-m QS aflSto
Q3fo3t> \ff3u? (Ml LtrmiL
Complete college in 4 years, not 5 or 6.
Back home in west central Ohio
for spring break' Pick up an Edison
summer class schedule.

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533
or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Each summer, students from 75
Ohio institutions enroll at Edison
Take Edison freshman and
sophomore courses in the general
education "transfer module." They're guaranteed to
transfer back to your university.
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groTKiMinni;
"If we want to stay No. I — and we can
then we have to make college affordable
for every qualified student."
K^UTOxMilkrlll Calif.)
(OHUOR]

OPINION

STAFF KDITOIUAL

Funding efforts athlete-oriented
There's a change happening in
regard to funding higlier education across (he country and
across Ohio.
Al one time, state support was
60 to 65 percent of what it costs to
run the University, and that number has diminished to one-third.
Money the government used
to spend on funding for higher
education has been siphoned off
to fund the war in Iraq, among
other tilings.
University presidents everywhere are forced to become

YOU DECIDE
Do you f hink the Sebo Athletic
Center will improve the
University's reputation? Check
out thenews@bgnews com and
tell us what you think, or post
feedback on our Web site.
more and more creative in finding sources of funds.
Ribeau's outlook on funding
sources for the University was
positive, although state fund-

ing is down to $1 million per
state institution.
Mt.su. thus far. has done an
effective job of finding and creating new sources of funding.
The Building Dreams campaign launched last April, and will
continue until December 2008.
So far, $90 million has been
raised with a goal of $120 million.
Another major part of the campaign is the Sebo Athletic Center
which costs $8.7 million — of
which $7 million came from private donors.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

I lie new facility will benefit the
University's 430 student athletes
and attract better athletes who
will help to elevate the University's
overall appeal.

lint student .ithleles account
for less than one percent of the
University's population.
Although University officials
hope construction of the athletic center will improve the
entire University, this may not
actually happen.
We at The B(i News wonder
what academic programs and

BGeX under
continuous
assessment
The survey of student attitudes towards BOeX reported
by Cassandra Shofor and the
accompanying Staff Ixlitorial on
Wednesday, Feb. 1.21X16 is welcome coverage of a program TII.II
involves so many students and a
large number of faculty and staff.
(liven that this is a relatively
new and very ambitious undertaking, we tire eager for feedback.
Only by continuously assessing the program and listening
to the perspectives of those
involved will we be able to
strengthen it. B( ieX is a signifi-

effective. Indeed, committees
that include faculty, staff and
students are currently working to revise the program we
will offer first-year students in
August 2006.
The hallmark of the BiieX
Program is the scope of the
University's commitment to
building a unique program
that will foster student success
and foster a sustained critical
examination of values not only
during the freshman year, but
throughout the entire University
experience. That will he the real
test for a program thai is still in
its formative stages.

GEORGE J. AGICH, PH.D.
DIRECf OR. BGEX PROGRAM
agichgi®bgsu.edu

What is your favorite
Super Bowl commercial from past years?

AMY GRUNENWALD
SOPHOMORE, SOCIAL
WORK

"The Pepsi commercial with the Osmonds
and the Osbornes."

Fox News slant entertains
JON
BOSSCHER
Opinion Columnist
In the Summer of 2004 I
found myself living in a
small apartment taking
classes and catching up for
graduation.
Paying for cable television was
out of the question and within a
few days of moving in the service
was cut off.
To my surprise, however, I
found that three stations still
came in clearly: Outdoor life
Network, lifetime Movie
Network and Fox News. (11N
W us covering the lour de Prance
full time and my aversion lo
anything French ruled this out
as an opt it in
After enduring a Canadian
film about a husband who gets
beat up by his psycho wife and
tells his friends he "fell down
some stairs" on lifetime, I realized I had but one choice left.
I had often heard people
discuss Pox News as though its
conservative bias was a matter
of course.
NOW my severely limited tele
vision viewing options would
give me an opportunity to see for
myself just how slanted its coverage was.
With the 2004 election looming, what better lime to examine
the most popular cable news
network? Yes, Pox News would
become my sole source of fair
and balanced information on all
Wi a Idly affairs.
At first glance. Pox's coverage
seemed to possess more of a
"news-as-entertainmerit" bias

than a conservative one.
Despite the upcoming election, most of dieir reporters
seemed to be staking out the
courthouse holding the Michael
lackson trial to find out what
color pajamas lacko would
show up in. I lowever, Pox's most
popular shows tell a slightly different story.
Two weeks into the experiment, Bill O'Reilly's antiPrance rhetoric was really
speaking to me.
Also, his ability to determine
whether a guest was a credit to
humanity or scum not fit to walk
the earth in five minutes seemed
like just the kind of nuanced
coverage 1 was looking for.
I lis debate with Michael
Moore at the Democratic
National Convention was certainly riveting television. Fora
moment I really thought O'Reilly
would Hike Moore's offer to join
the tinny and fight Al Qaeda.
Ann Coulter is also a fixture on
the network.
Von rememher Ann, right?
She's the one who looks like a
liberal feminist hut sounds like
a Christian version of Joseph

Goebbeb.

On a college speaking tour
last year she told an audience
of Miami University students
that women should not have
been given the right to vote
because otherwise Republicans
would have won every election

since 1950.

Before you think Pox News
has failed to live up to its Pair
and Balanced mantra, however,
(hey do include the liberal
perspective.
The coup de grace for my Fox
News experiment came when

BG»s
BOB M0SER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
2"0 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419)372-6966
E-mail: thenews^bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

the station aired a short, segment shortly after John Kerry
chose Senator lohn Edwards
as his running mate. The piece
featured a number of shots
of Kerry and Edwards holding
hands while uttering unfortunate sound-bites like, "We were
meant to be together." In the
background played "Stand by
Your Man" and the last shot of
the segment was filmed from
an angle that made it look as
though the two presidential
hopefuls were about to kiss.
While till of this was in good fun,
1 still couldn't help but notice the
lack of a similar segment featuring George W. and his pal Dick
Cheney. Granted, they certainly
don't make such a cute couple.
And it may be hard to get shots
of Darth Cheney since 1 hear he
only emerges from his subterranean lair to give speeches to the
I leritage foundation.
In the end, it seems fox News
may not be the best place to
go for objective news coverage. Nevertheless, it is watched
l)y more people than any other
cable news network and whilst
I only subjected myself to it
for one summer, I fear many
Americans do so year round and
without supplement.
Considering the influence
this station wields, we ignore
its message at our own peril. So
next time you're channel-surfing and see Bill O'Reilly's Talking
IViints memo about the liberal
plot to steal Christmas, just sit
back and enjoy some fair and
balanced (and corporately
owned) news coverage.
Send comments to Jon al
jbossch@bgsii.edu.

LAREN WEBER MANAGING EDITOR
BRIDGET THARP CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
HOLLY ABRAMS CfTY NEWS EDITOR
ANDREA SLIVKA FWfURESEDnTJR
MATT CLARK N FOCUS EDITOR
JESS WAGNER PULSE EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE DESIGN EDITOR
AMY DEHRING ONLINE EDITOR
RYAN AUTULLO SPORTS EDITOR
ERIN BZYMEK OPTION EDITOR
JULIE DIFRANC0 PHOTO EDITOR
PATRICK MAYNAR0 COPY CHIEF

nalism programs in the state.
The University needs to keep
the main focus on improving academic programs, since die main
purpose of BOSH's existence is
to educate.
If University officials are truly
determined to become a premier
educational institution in the
stale — and the country — they
should put money where their
mouth is.
After all, Harvard University
certainly isn't known for its
athletics.

PEOPLE World averts eyes
0NTHE STREET

cant investment in the success
of our first-year students, and we
tire committed to getting it right.
The B( IeX Introduction, which
was the focus of most comments
in Ms. Shofar's story, is an important effort to help students make
the transition to college, build
relationships with faculty and
other students, convey faculty
expectations and encourage
students to reflect on their values
and the role of values in decision-making.
The logistical and program planning aspects of the
Introduction are complex. While
we have continuously revised
the Introduction in light of
student and faculty comments,
we remain committed to additional changes that will make
the program stronger and more

departments on campus are in
most need of funding, and if students could be better served if the
money went toward academics.
Besides athletics, the University
has other draws.
The University's first-year
programs have been highly
praised and have improved
retention rates.
Additionally, the University's
popular culture department is the
only one of its kind in the nation,
and die journalism department is
one of only three accredited jour-

RYAN GARDNER

SOPHOMORE, DIGITAL
DESIGN
"The Budweiser commercial with the chameleons."

RYAN GARCIA
SENIOR, MIDDLE
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"7 like them all."

LEAH D0MER
JUNIOR, SECONDARY
EDUCATION

"/ like the Budweiser
commercials with all
thefrogs."

from Darfur region

There are many stories of
conflict occurring in the
BRIAN
world at the moment.
SZABELSKI
111 mi the battles in Iraq to the
Opinion Columnist
search for terrorists in Pakistan
and Afghanistan lo the nuclear
standoff with Iran, there seems
Iraq is dominating the news,
to be plenty of friction between
pushing stories like the search
peoples all over the globe.
for terrorists in Afghanistan and
Lost in this vvorid of media,
the rebuilding process for victhough, is a story that is by
tims of I lui iicanc Kalrina to the
far worse than any of these, a
backbumers.
humanitarian crisis that seems
The simplest answer is that
to be unheard of in US media
America believes it has nothcircles; the genocide and war
ing to gain or lose by ignoring
occurring in the African region
Darfur region, unlike in Iraq
of Darfur.
and Afghanistan.
In this region of western
It's not like Sudan has any
Sudan, a government-supported
American interests or has been
Arab militia, the Junjawml. have
a breeding ground and hiding
been attacking, killing, raping
place of terrorists in the past,
and looting non-Arabs in the
right?
region and their villages.
I mean, when you think about
Never heard of it at all, you
it, it's not like Osama bin I .ulen
say? Don't be surprised.
hid there for four years, built
Only Yahoo News and the
terrorist training camps with his
BBC seem to be closely coverwealth, recruited thousands to
ing the story, and finding info
his cause, formed al-Qaeda, and
on both pages requires doing a
began planning his attacks on
little searching.
America all from that one counSuch a search turns up distry, right?
uniting finds. According to
(If course, pressure from the
United Nations
American governestimates from
ment finally drove
"With such a Sudan to expel
March 2005,
180,000 people
bin laden, but
significant
have died during
such pressure
story
going
the first 18 months
only came after
of the conflict, a
on, you would American interests
number which by
attacked bv
expect media were
now has more than
al-Qaeda
likely grown.
That same kind
coverage to
If we extend
of attention must
match
it."
the 10,000 deaths
be given now,
per month trend
before the situation
to today, the total
worsens and we
becomes 280.000 and growing.
become direcdy affected by it.
Unconfirmed reports say that
It needs more attention from
as many as two million refugees
an American media that has all
may be displaced in Chad and
but brushed it aside ignoring
otiier neighboring countries.
diat on Friday the UN Security
These reports remain unconCouncil finally passed a resolufirmed because the region is so
tion that would send peace
dangerous and filled with unrest
keepers to Darfur in the future.
that many aid organizations can
It needs more attention from
not even enter the area to begin
the American government
a tnie count.
whose Congress cut $50 million
With such a significant story
in funding to the African Union
going on, you would expect
last December, money that
media coverage to match it. That
could have gone to peacekeephas to be the case, right?
ing efforts.
Truthfully, the last update on
Most of all, it needs more
Darfur I remember seeing was
attention from the average
a brief 30-sccond story on fox
American, something that I feel
News with an old file video clip.
only the media and government
That was three months ago.
can help create.
Since then? Nothing.
The crisis in Darfur deserves
This leaves me to ask one
more attention than it gets.
question: Why, in the age of 24Only by giving it the attention it
hour news, is this story being
deserves can we begin to solve
abandoned by everyone?
this disturbing and terrible
The easy response is Iraq.
problem.
Why not? We have troops over
there and therefore have a strong
Send comments to Brian at
interest in what is going on there. lszaiteMtgsu.edu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are lo be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Rowling Green area.
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before printing.
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reflect the views of The BG News.
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Gay bar shooter dies
Man involved in the
Mass. incident dies in
police shoot out
By Noali Trister
THE ASSOCIAICD PRESS

GASSVILLE, Ark. — The teenager suspected in a hatchet
and gun attack inside a New
England gay bar, and in the killing of a policeman, died yesterday after being wounded in a
shoot out with Arkansas officers.
Authorities believe he also killed
a female acquaintance he had
picked up while driving through
West Virginia.
lacob D. Robida, 18, died at
Cox-South I lospital in Springfield,
Mo., hospital spokesman Randy
Berger said.
Investigators said the high
school dropout from New
Bedford, Mass., had dabbled in
Nazism, and police there said
the attack that injured three
men — one critically — at the
Puzzles Lounge on Thursday
was a hate crime.
"By no means is the investigation over," said New Bedford
police Capt. Richard Spirlet.
"I wish he would have lived
and gone on trial," said Dan
Sheterom, 51, who lives above
Puzzles Lounge and frequents
the tavern.
After the New Bedford attack,
police say, Robida picked up 33year-old Jennifer Rena Bailey at
her home in Charleston, WVa.
"Apparently she's had a prior
relationship with this guy and
had been corresponding with
him. Other than that, we're still
in the dark about that," West
Virginia State Police Sgt. C.J.

NATION
BRIEFING
BG NEWS WIRE SERVICES
New record set at
annual Wing bowl
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A
22-year-old man ate 173
chicken wings in 30 minutes,
setting a record at the annual
Wing Bowl.
Joey Chestnut, of San Jose,
Calif., bested a field of 27 eaters Friday to take the title and
top prize, a 2006 Suzuki Grand
Viiani. The 14th annual Wing
Bowl was open only to competitors who had never before
participated in the event.
That meant 100-pound Sonya
Thomas, who set the previous
record of 167 wings in 2004,
was excluded.

Feminist visionary
passes away at 85
WASHINGTON (AP) —Betty
Friedan, whose manifesto
"The Feminine Mystique"
became a best seller in the
1960s and laid the ground
work for the modem feminist
movement, died Saturday
of congestive heart failure,
according to a cousin. She
was 85. Founder and first
president of the National
Organization for Women,
she staked out positions that
seemed extreme at the time
on such issues as abortion,
sex-neutral help-wanted ads,
equal pay, promotion opportunities and maternity leave.

Peter f>er««i AP Photo

BRIEFING: New Bedford Mayor Scott W. Lang speaks at a press
conference at Police Headquarters this past Saturday. New Bedford was
where the shooting at the gay bar took place.

Ellyson said yesterday.
"The extent of their relationship I don't know," he said, adding
that investigators also didn't yet
know how they met.
Bailey was the mother of three
children, the youngest of whom
was 4. Ellyson said the children
were with relatives.
"What we don't know is if she

went willingly or was abducted,"
Ellyson said.
Spirlet said New Bedford investigators had been in contact with
West Virginia authorities even
before Saturday's killings and gunfight in Arkansas, but he wouldn't
give details. "That's part of the
investigation," Spirlet said.
On Saturday, as Robida and

Bailey drove through the northern Arkansas town of Gassville.
Officer lim Sell pulled them over
in front of the Brass Door Motel
and Restaurant for a traffic violation, investigators said. Robida
killed the 56-year-old officer, State
Police spokesman Bill Sadler said.
Motel manager Maryann
Hoyne said she heard three
shots, saw Sell on the ground and
watched as Robida drove away,
then circled the motel.
"What he was doingwas retrieving his gun. He had dropped it
at the side of the officer," I loync
said. "He jumped out of the car,
picked up the gun, got back in his
car and sped off."
In downtown Norfolk. 20 miles
away, police set up a roadblock as
Robida approached.
Spike strips set out by state
troopers blew out two tires but
Robida kept going, driving on
the bare metal rims into Noifork,
authorities said. The fugitive's
car slammed into several parked
vehicles to avoid the police barricade and spun 180 degrees to
a stop.
"When he wrecked he started
firing at our officer and a state
police officer and the officers
relumed fin.'," said Baxter County
Sheriff John Montgomery.
Police shot Robida twice in the
head, said Bristol, Mass., District
Attorney Paul Walsh Jr.
Bailey was found dead in the
car. Walsh said Robida killed her
but Sadler said ballistics tests
would be needed to confirm how
the woman died.
Police in New Bedford had
sought Robida on charges ol
attempted murder, assault and
civil rights charges.

Burial policy
saves money
City develops new
policy for burying
remains of the poor
CINCINNATI (AP) — If relatives ever come looking
for Beth Baker's cremated
remains, all they will find is a
round, stainless steel marker
at Baltimore Pike Cemetery
with the number 18-C5.
Baker is the fifth person
whose remains have been
cremated this year under a
new Cincinnati Board of
Health policy that requires
cremation in the event people
die with no money and no
relatives. Cutting the cost of
the casket and full-size grave
saves the city and the suburbs
that use the same system $15
per burial.
Cities cansaveanothcr$175
in burial expenses if anyone
claims the ashes. The change
came in part because of a
2001 state law that made local
governments responsible for
the cost of burying the poor.
Cemetery space also was a
factor, and the coroner's
office says cremation alleviates overcrowding in the
morgue during winter when
frozen ground can make full
burials harder.
The number of indigent
burials in Hamilton County
has gone from 15 in 1997 to 85
last year. The reason for the
increase is not clear, but officials suspect family members
are reluctant to get involved

when taxpayers will pay.
"Either the family won't
or can't," said Skip l.iuhoi n.
the chief investigator for the
Hamilton County Coroner's
Office. "And sometimes I think
they can but they won't, and
there's nothing in the law that
says they have to."
Baker, 51, died in her fourunit apartment building in
suburban North College Hill.
The coroner has not made a
final ruling on her death, but
suicide is the suspected cause.
She had no money and no
known living relatives.

Jerry Thamann, the city's
safety-service director, called
several funeral homes before
finding one to cremate her. He
spent weeks looking for someone to accept the ashes.
"We'd rather see somebody accept them than just
put Ithem) in the cemetery
unnamed," Thamann said. "1
don't like cremating them at
all. I would rather bury them,
but it costs too much."
Her ashes were put in a
cardboard box in a foot-long
vault scaled with glue. She
was buried in six minutes on
Friday, next to four other people who have died poor in the
Cincinnati area this year.
"I always wonder about who
they are. Did they have a good
life when they were younger?
Did t hey have troubles? Where
is their family?" said Clifford
King, the assistant superintendent who presided over
Baker's burial.

Senjacobson
questions bill

Military tries to keep veterans'
marriages from falling apart

Because only a small number of donors have given the
$10,000 maximum, the change
has created a group that could
have disproportionate influCOLUMBUS (AP) — A
ence, l.ii M1 isc ii i said.
Republican state senator who
"I thought $10,000 was low
helped shepherd a bill that qua- enough that more people
drupled the amount Ohio can- would get to it, and it would
didates could accept
become the default
from donors says
number like $2,500
he was wrong about
was," he said.
the change, which he
About 300 donors
believes has created an
gave the maximum
elite class of donors.
in 2005. Most of those
"I think I took it
who typically gave
too far," said Sen. Jeff
the previous $2,500
Jacobson. of suburban
limit stayed there or
Dayton.
increased slightly.
TED
He made the com- STRICKLAND
Reports
filed
ments last week after
Tuesday
showed
U.S. REP
campaign
finance
Strickland received
reports showed the
86 contributions of
Democrats' likely nominee for $10,000 in 2005. That comthe governor's race. U.S. Rep. pares to 63 for Secretary of State
Ted Strickland, has collected Kenneth HI.uiwell and 19 for
the most $10,000 donations Attorney General lim Petro,
since the limit increase. The Republican candidates in the
Democrats opposed allowing governor's race
the larger contributions.
Strickland said Jacobson's
"I was wrong and perhaps comments were puzzling.
the Democrats right about
"It's hard for me to accept
$10,000," said Jacobson, the ... that after a couple reportGOP-controlled Senate's sec- big periods when a Democratic
ond-in-command.
candidate for governor seems
He helped get individual con- to be doing pretty well under
tribution limits increased from the system he worked so hard to
$2,500 to $ 10,000 in 2004 as part put in place, that he would sudof an overhaul of Ohio's cam- denly have a change of heart,"
paign finance laws.
Strickland said.

More than 56,000
have divorced since
start in Afghanistan

Lawmaker talks about
potential fault in new
campaign donor law

ByPatrtnelrtnek
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — They are the
Pentagon's new "rules of engagement" — the diamond ring kind.
U.S. Army chaplains are trying
to teach troops how to pick the
right spouse, through a program
called "How To Avoid Marrying
a Jerk"
The match making advice
comes as military family life
is being stressed by two tough
wars. Defense Department
records show more than 56,000
in the Army — active. National
Guard and Reserve — have
divorced since the campaign in
Afghanistan started in 2001.
Officials partly blame long
and repeated deployments
which started after the invasion
of Iraq in 2003 and stretched the
service thin.
Troops also are coming home
with life-altering injuries.
Many come back better people, others worse-off, but either
way, very changed from who they
were when they wed.
"Being in the military certainty raises the stakes when you
choose a mate," said Lt. Col. Peter
Frederich, head of family issues
in the Pentagon's chaplain office.

The "no jerks" program is also
called "PI.C.K. a Banner," for
Premarital Interpersonal Choices
and Knowledge.
It advises the marriage-bound
to study a partner's FAC.E.S.
— family background, attitudes,
compatibility, experiences in
previous relationships and skills
they'd bring to the union.
It teaches the love-struck
to pace themselves with a
RAM. chart .the Relationship
Attachment Model, which basically says don't let your sexual
involvement exceed your level of
commitment or level of knowledge about the other person.
Maj. John Kegley, a chaplain
who teaches the program in
Monterey, Calif., throws in the
"no jerk salute" for fun. One hand
at the heart, two-fingers at the
brow means use your heart and
brain when choosing.
Though the acronyms and
salute make it sound like something the Pentagon would come
up with, the program was created by former minister John Van
Kpp of Ohio, who has a doctorate in psychology and a private
counseling practice. He teaches
it to Army chaplains, who in turn
teach it to troops.
It also is used by social service
agencies, prisons, churches and
other civilian groups.
Commanders once discouraged mops from starting a fam-

MILITARY DIVORCE
Though the Army's Divorce
rate is lower than the nation's,
active and Guard and Reserve
divorces number in the tens ol
thousands.
Divorce rates for all U.S.
Army personnel

4 5 percent
4.1%
4.0

SOURCE: DupanmerrlolDelense

ily while serving. Thus tile old
saying: "If die Army wanted you
to have a wife, it would have
issued you one."
Today, the military supports
families more than any other
employer, Frederich said.
The Bush administration proposes to spend $5.6 billion in
the next budget year for quality-of-life services for troops and
their families.

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!

Management Inc.
www.meccabg.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map or locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.
• www.meccabg.com
NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
— Stop by office for listing! —

1045 NMoin Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419 353.5800
info@mecccibg com

Mid \in Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.
Houses for Rent:
122 'A Frazee Ave.
119TroupSt.
247 S. Summit
702 6th St.
702 1/2 6th St.
704 6th St.
704 1/2 6th St.
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Math class
doesn't add
up for some
students

High utility bills
force students
to move at UT

CLIMBING AT THE REC

UI, FROM PAGE I

Being anxious about
mathematics is a
common experience
By Cassidy Rush
ii-miE

Boston — Docs the mere mention of the word "calculus" make
you break a sweat? Do terms
like "chain rule." "differential
equation" and "stochastic process" make your heart sink with
despair? If so, you may suffer
from math anxiety, a common
ailment afflicting college students who feel unprepared to
tackle the subject.
Organizations and professors
alike have acknowledged the
condition and are trying to find
new ways of treating it.
"Math anxiety is not universal
certainly, but yes, I do believe
it's a real thing," said Tina
Straley, executive director of the
Mathematical Association of
America.
She said the rcxit cause of the
anxiety is the rigorous nature of
mathematics.
"In mathematics, students feel
that they have to perform to a
certain standard, that they have
to get an answer. Ii>r example,
it's not something that's easy to
fudge." she said.
Professors cited students' past
difficulties with math as a key
causeofmath anxiety.
"The causes are different for
different students." said Professor
Alvard Arazyan, an introductory calculus professor at Boston
University. Tor some students
it's a poor math background. For
some of them, it's just a difficult
experience even though they
have a good background.
"For some it's not just about
math but about their busy
schedules. But I notice in general
that they an- really anxious about
math in particular."
To make matters worse, the
nature of math — with each
lesson dependent on previous
ones — makes it difficult, if not
impossible, for students who fall
behind to catch up.
"If students miss one or two
lectures in math, they get completely lost," Arazyan said. "It's
not like they can catch up like in
other subjects."
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CLIMBING TO AN EVER HIGHER HEIGHT: Communication studies major Brian Murray puts the finishing moves on his route at
the Rec climbing wall. Murray, who is now a senior, has been climbing at the Rec since he came to the University as a freshman
Irom Lakota West High School.

Taft: Schools can't wait
SCHOOLS, FROM PAGE 2

the state cannot wait.
"It takesa long time to make
any change, but we don't
think we can afftjrd to wait."
Taft said last week. "1 didn't
want to put this out any farther because I think we need
to move from this direction as
rapidly as we can."
Taft did not estimate the
cost of the plan, which would
start with students now in seventh grade. It would make the
completion of the curriculum
a condition of admission to
Ohio's state-funded, four-year
colleges and universities.
The proposal allows parents to opt out of the requirements.
About 24 percent of Ohio
high school students enrolling in college have taken the
kind of classes proposed in
Taft's plan, according to a 2005
report by the Ohio Board of
Regents. In contrast, nearly 70

percent of graduates in Texas staffing that would be neceswere taking harder courses by sary for the plan. Officials say
2004, the first year the cur- they expect demands to be difriculum was made mandatory, ferent in rural and urban areas
and to vary between districts.
state data shows.
Some business leaders and
Some Ohio educators have
said they approve of the pro- others argue that Taft should
gram's intentions but worry work to get the plan implemented quickly
about the cost and
to help the state's
finding enough
"Even
if
it
economy. They say
qualified teachers
seems hard the jobs available
to carry it out.
more eduOfficials in Texas
to do, it'll require
cation than many
and Indiana say
be harder Ohio students get.
thecostsof putting
"People need to
the curriculum
to
succeed understand
what's
in place arc hard
without it." proposed here is
to calculate. They
a door opener for
said they had time
young
people,"
to work through
MICHAEL COHEN
said
Michael
issues such as a
Cohen, president of
shortage of math
and science teachers and Achieve Inc., an organization
increased class sizes. Some Taft helps lead that has develclasses that didn't fit the new oped benchmark standards
for a high school curriculum.
standards had to be replaced.
The Ohio Department of "Even if it seems hard to do,
I ducat inn is surveying districts it'll be harder to succeed
to determine the costs and without it."

SPRING BREAK HOT SPOT
Panama Cit) Heath has been a
Spring Break hoi spot for as long as
most Spring Breakers can remember.
The Sandpiper Beacon Beach
Resort has been al the forefront of
Spring Break KtiviUci in Panama
City Beach since 1990.
Its popularity stems from its
"World's Largest and Longest Ktg
Party" and on-sile resort bar. giving
Spring Breakers plenty lo do without
ever leaving the resort. DJ Big
Donna has been playing the hottest
dance mixes since 1995 and the
Sandpiper has been host to
other well-known DJ's including
DJ Sknbble. The Sandpiper-Beacon
brings the party to you no driving,
just walk up to your room from the bar.
MTV* The Real World WM U
the Sandpiper in 2005 with MJ and
Robin as special guests at an
Axe/StufT Maga/ine Beach Party.
They sponsored a model search, keg
party, free beer and a swimsuit
competition. Alloy Marketing has
also brought in model searches,
l',ml Adu

along with Classmates USA's
calendar model search. Spring
Breakers can expect plenty more of
the same this year with bikini and
wet t-shirvwel jockey shorts contests
daily and nightly.
The Sandpiper is never short on
big-time entertainment, hosting such
acts as Bob Marlcy's Waiters. Tone
Loc and other major acts. Tentatively
scheduled for this year arc the Black
lived Peas performing on the beach
behind the Sandpiper Beacon during
Jay Leno's show. Metro Nightclubs
is a Spring Break sponsor giving
away swimwear and the Corona
Beach Volleyball Tournament
scheduled to take place behind the
Sandpiper this year. There will be
entertainment all day and all night at
the hotel throughout spring break
Visit MUH.sandpiperheacon.com
to sec what's on tap for Spring Break
2006 at the Sandpiper Beacon Beach
Resort in beautiful Panama City
Beach. Florida or call the resort at
81)0-488-8828

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin
^—^— HOTEL -^^^—
1

Central downtown location
•Unfurnished
• On-site laundry
• Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
•Efficiences start at
S345/mo +electric
• One Bedrooms start at
$425/mo + electric

Summit Street
-APARTMENTS• Furnished
•Air Conditioned
•On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
$315/mot electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo + electric

445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352-0717

Grad students
raise concern
about policies
CARD. FROM PAGE 1

pletes earned that semester
or later will turn, eventually,
to an V if they are not taken
care of in a length of time
agreed upon between the
students and the professor,"
llilpert said.
Hilpert explained that the
loophole in the present policy
is that graduate students who
"get into a bad situation in a
class," such as disagreements
or irreconcilable arguments
with professors, etc., can simply accept an incomplete and
do nothing else.
"Now, students are going to
have to make themselves more
aware of the procedures available |to i ln-iii to resolve Uiese
differences," Hilpert said. "We
will be working in GSS in die
next few weeks to assure that
students have a better understanding of what those alternate procedures are."

situations like UT's.
The maximum occupancy rate
for BG is high now at 7,050 students and numbers are actually
above that due to the new university-sponsored apartmentsadded
to campus last year, according to
Linda Newman, director of residence life.
In fail 1996, when the occupancy rate was roughly 6,000 students, a renovation took place in
the Harshman dorm.
Students were moved to an
alternative dorm while the
improvements took place.
However, unlike the UT situation,
students were told before the fall
semester that this would occur.
A similar circumstance happened in 2000. A residence hall,
where the present student bookstore is currently located, had to
be knocked down due to expansion of the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union.
The dorm was used for lastminute-admittance students and
for seniors graduating after fall
semester.
Although BG has had enrollment problems in the past, there
have not been any occupancy difficulties lately.
Due to an increase in enrollment over the last ten years, oncampus residence rates have also
increased
Nationally-recognized learning
communities, along with physical
improvements to the dorms, have
also led to this year's higher occupancy rates.
Newman, who has worked with
UT's housing director, said he
did not take the decision lightly
—building on his 20 years of experience.
"Mid-year is disruptive, but
you wouldn't make that decision
unless you were backed against a
wall," Newman said "My guess is
he didn't have too many options."
Newman also empathizes
with the high costs UT is facing,
considering this year's utility bills
were over 50 percent higher than
expected
Although the bills are inevitable,
students still disagree with UT's
decision.
"If they had plans to shut it
down, or even thought that they
might have to, they shouldn't
have housed students in it to
begin with," Warren said "I think
they should have kept it open for
another semester."

Properties Co.
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Houses That Feel Like Homes

www.pref9rrmdprop0rti0seo.com
MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Aprs.

• Mini Moll Apts.

• Updated Birchwood

• Triplex

- small peh allowed

- smoll peh allowed

• See our webvM or coll tor many more tihogi
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OHIAT
AFFORDABLE
HATES!
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Big second half lifts BG over UT
Crucial 3s down
stretch help Falcons
improve to 18-2 (9-0)
IJy Jessica Ameling
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

After being down 12 at halftime,
BGSU got back in the game
against UT by stepping inside the
3-point line.
The Falcons scored just eight
points in the paint in the first
half, but had 26 in the second to
roll to 18-2 overall and 9-0 in the
Mid-American Conference with
a 71-65 victory over the Rockets.
"I thought we took better 3's, open 3's, in rhythm 3's,
instead of the first half where
we were very, very trigger-happy
shooting 18 3's," said BG coach
Curt Miller.
The score was tied 12 times
in the battle of 1-75, and there
were five lead changes. A 3-point
play by UT's Savannah Werner
brought the Rockets to within
three. 66-63, with 55 seconds to
play in the game. But once again,
BG's Carin Home hit a 3-pointer,
and two free throws from Liz
Honegger sealed the game.
"Carin did not have a great
game, but you can count on
her making the big shot,"
Miller said.
Along with sealing the game,
Honegger jump-started the
Falcons to begin the game, scoring 12 of her team's fust 16 points
on route to a double-double.
But the Rockets (8-11, 3-6
MAC) had an answer for every
BG basket. With seven minutes to go in the first half, UT's
Danielle Bishop hit a 3-pointer,
tying the game at 23-23 and giving UT the momentum to close
out the half.
Behind the play of Diana
Reindl and Bishop, who were a
combined 10-of-13 from the field
in the first half, the Rockets went
into the locker room up 37-25.
"Obviously we were down 12
when we went into the locker
room and we just had to come
out and be more aggressive,"
Honegger said. "I don't think we

were ready from the tip."
The Falcons shot just 30 percent in the first half, while the
Rockets were 52 percent from
the field.
But that all changed when
a fresh 20 minutes was put on
the scoreboard.
'Today it was a tale of halves,"
Miller said after the game.
"Clearly Toledo took it right to us
and had us really on our heels.
But our kids' composure continues to amaze me,"
BG started the second half on
a 16-7 run and then with eight
minutes to play, a Mann 3-pointer gave the Falcons their first
lead of the half, 48-46.
'They hit a couple daggers,
those 3's just killed us," said UT's
Savannah Werner, the game's
high scorer with 20.
The Falcons shot 68 percent
from the field in the second half
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25 46 — 71
37 28 — 65

and were 4-of-9 from behind the
arc. BG also out-rebounded its
opponent 34-26 for the game.
"Good teams like that, they
find a way to win, and they
found a way today," said UT
coach Mark Ehlcn.
Honegger led BG with 19points
and 10 rebounds. Teammates
Carin Home and Kate Achtcr
both chipped in 14, and Mann
WOMEN. PAGE I

Close game one of
many between teams
By Jacqueline Giammara
REPORTER

Last night, the BGSU women's basketball team took on
archrival Toledo in a very
close game.
The teams were tied 12
times, and swapped leads
five times. After being down
by 12 points at halftime,
the Falcons came back with
strength on the offensive end
and pulled ahead to win 7165 to improve to 18-2 overall
and 9-0 in the Mid-American
Conference.
The trend of narrow wins is
certainly common throughout the history of this rivalry.
When the Falcons played
at UT on Jan. 15, 2005, they
trailed by four points in overtime, but came back to beat
the Rockets 69-66. On Feb. 26,
2005, at Anderson Arena, the
Rockets led by six with under

two minutes remaining, but
Kelly Kapferer's 3-pointer
with 9.1 seconds left allowed
the Falcons to sneak off with
a 72-71 victory on Senior Day.
Although the statistics
are always close, the preparation never changes for
the Falcons.
"We've had really close
games with (Toledo] over the
past couple years," said junior
Liz Honegger, who had game
highs of 19 points and 10
rebounds. "They always will
be fired up just as we should
be fired up to play them as
well. We prepare for every
team the same way."
Although the Falcons
prepare similarly for every
game, there is always added
incentive to play hard
against the Rockets.
SeanPierson BGNeas
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DRIVING FORCE: BG's Casey McDowell heads to the basket during the Falcons' 71-65 victory over Toledo
yesterday at Savage Hall. McDowell hit a crucial 3 in the late stages of the game to snap a 55-55 tie.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY

New day, same story for Falcons BG's Matsumoto
BG has now lost five
league games by a
combined 13 points
By MM Riddle
REPORTER

Ohio University had lost five
games in a row at Anderson
Arena but that trend ended
Saturday afternoon.
BGSU men's basketball team
lost to the Bobcats 93-90 in double overtime.
The Falcons have now lost
five games in the Mid-American

Conference by a combined
13 points.
"If we get one rebound, we
win." said BG coach Dan Dakich.
With 18 seconds left in the second overtime period, BG's Martin
Samarco nailed a 3-pointer to
tie the game at 90. During the
following inbounds play, Brian
Moten was trying to deny the
pass and fouled OU guard
Antonio Chatman and sent him
to the foul line. Chatman split
the free throws and the ball was
rebounded by Samarco. In the
final seconds Perrick Robinson
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OHIO U.

32 28 7 16 — 93

BGSU

26 44 7 13 - 90

drove hard to the lane, appeared
to be fouled and missed the layup in the final seconds of the
game, sealing the deal for Ohio.
The Bobcats snapped their

three-game losing streak and
improved their record to 136 overall and 7-4 in the MAC.
The Bobcats had five players in
double figures led by a breakout
performance by Chatman, who
scored 19 points.
"I feel for Dan Dakich," said
OU coach Tun O'Shea. "We were
talking before the game, the wins
just relieve the pressure, the losses kill you in a game like tonight.
His kids just played their hearts
out and the performance by
MEN. PAGE 8

WOMEN'S TRACK

Roflow shines as BG finishes third at own Invite
Falcon sets personal
record by 16 seconds
in 3,000-meter run
B> Adam MMizin
REPORTER

Standout performances can be
seen every week when you watch
a team play or run.
This weekend. BGSU's lamie
Roflow had a performance that
will be remembered for a long
time by those in attendance.
Roflow's great performance

helped the BG women's track
team finish third at the BGSU
Quadrangular with 136.5
points on Friday. Mid-American
Conference rival Central
Michigan won the event with
167 points. withToledo finishing
second with 150.50. Northern
Illinois finished behind BGSU
with 102 points.
Roflow bested her previous
personal record in the 3,000meter run by 16 seconds with
a time of 9:43.95. That mark is
just four seconds short of the

school record and 6.15 seconds
short of NCAA provisional qualifying mark.
She was not the only falcon
to have a good night, though.
Jessica White finished second
in the 60 meter dash with a
time of 7.67 seconds. Nichole
Standback ran as well, finishing
with a time of 7.91 seconds.
The 600-meter race saw a
three-week-old school record
get broken as Lyndi Springer
finished second with a time
of 1:35.43. Yamoja Marotta

finished fourth in the race and
set a personal record, with a
time 1:38.33.
"Lyndi Springer's schoolrecord-setting run in the 600
was one of the most exciting
races of the evening Friday,"
said BG coach Scott Sehmann.
"lamie Roflow's effort all by
herself in the 3k is the best in
the MAC so far this season."
The Falcons got another
second place finish from Jessica
TRACK, PAGE 8
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nails game winner
Falcons spoil return
of alumni, topping
RIT, 3-2 Saturday
By Kevin Shields
REPORTER

The return of former BGSU
standouts Wayne Wilson and
Brian Hills to the BGSU Ice
Arena came one penalty and
48 seconds away from an
overtime period.
After playing the Falcons tight
all game, Rochester Institute of
Technology, coached by Wilson
and Hills, nearly upset BG
before Jonathan Matsumoto
notched his second goal of
the night at the 19:12 mark of
the third period to give BG a
3-2 non-conference win over
the Tigers.
"I'm proud of the way they're
playing." Wilson said of his
Tigers." Wfe have nothing to play
for except for pride and character. This was another game
where that showed off, and I
don't know how many times we
can take some of these tough
losses, but they keep going
at it."
The winning goal was the
Falcons' only power play goal
of the night as RIT defenseman

lustin Hofstetter was nailed
with a questionable interference call on Matsumoto with
just 2:06 remaining. It appeared
Matsumoto had gotten away
with a possible diving call, but
instead it was the Tigers going
to the box and the Falcons
made them pay.
"I feel good in the fact that
we, in a tight hockey game,
were able to make the plays we
needed to win the game," said
BG coach Scott Paluch. "RIT
played extremely well. It turned
into a game that it was going to
lake a big play to win, and I feel
really good that we were able to
make that play."
Matsumoto's goal came less
than a minute after BG goaltender Jon 1 lorrell made one of
the biggest plays of the night for
the Falcons.
RTF put on some good penalty kill pressure at the beginning of the final power play that
led to the Falcons giving up a
1-on-l breakaway with RIT's
leading scorer, Simon Lambert,
with about a minute and a half
to play. 1-ambert skated into the
slot and took a shot, hut I Im nil
turned him away making one of
HOCKEY, PAGE 8
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GYMNASTICS

Gymnasts receive tough break against NIU
Jillian Stranges received a 9.675
and came in third.
BG's two senior captains
showed good leadership when it
may have been easy to be negative. Guyer and Bradley both
stayed focused after the injuries
occurred and competed well.
Guyer sal out last week's meet
to rest for MAC competition, the
rest may or may not have been
what she needed, but she clearly
performed well.
"It helped, but it's harder for
me to sit out," she said. "It killed
me last week to have to sit and
watch them compete."
Lost in all of this is the fact
that it was Parents Night for
the gymnasts. Each girl was
escorted to the floor before
the meet by their parents and
introduced together.
"Its always good to get out
there in front of the people
you love and people you know
and be able to do it for them,"
Guyer said.
The Falcons travel to Ball State
next week for a 7 p.m. meet on
Friday. They'll have some things
to work out this week to compensate for the injuries.
"We keep improving and
that's our goal, we'll step up for
sure," Bradley said. "No question, we can do this."

Falcons are crutched
by injuries to Boisvert
and Deacon
By Colin Wilson
REPORTER

i he nighi started oil well lor the
BGSU (iyinnasiics team, bill
unfortunately things did noi end
as well as they might haw liked.
luo key injuries spoiled (he
Falcons' night as they could
not squeak out a win against
Northern Illinois. The final score
was 19085010 190.125 in favor of
the Huskies.
I In' score is a season high
lor the Falcons and is a positive
aspect of a bizarre night in which
Marie-Eve Boisvert and Candta
Deacon were injured. Boisvert
landed a stellar routine on the
ban, scoring a 9.6 but winced in
pain as she landed and was on
crutches for the remainder of the
n i gh t with a knee injury.
IX'acon was on the first pass of
her floor routine and fell over in
pain as she landed — her injury
was m the Uppet leg. Both girls
an'very Important to the Moons

and will be sorely missed.
"It's huge," said BG Coach D.an
Connelly. "I don't exactly know
how we're going to replace them
yet, but it might take a little

Ionian Flower BGNews

OUCH: BG's Candice Deacon reacts to a leg injury she suffered during her floor routine against Northern Illinois on Saturday evening. Deacon and
Marie-Eve Boisvert were both injured during the Falcons' crushing 190.850 to 190.125 loss.

time.'"
As usual, the Falcons started
on vault and performed well.
They received a team score of
48.4 as no one scored lower than
a 9.525. Jessica Guyer and Allison
Swafford both scored 9.725 to tie
for third place in the event.
"We got off to a pretty good
start on vault," Connelly said.

BG stays composed
RIVALRY. FROM PAGE 7

"It was our No. 1 goal to
match Toledo's intensity," said
BG coach Curt Miller. "I think
that's rivalry — you can throw
records out the window. You
can play great, come in and
play hail. You can play bad and
come in and play great. It's just
what the rivalry brings."
As with past games in
the rivalry, BG trailed early
on but was able to regroup
defensively and come up with
critical shots on offense. The
Falcons wasted little timein erasing Toledo's lead as
All Mann hit a 3 with 8:07
remaining to give her team a
III- lb advantage.
"We were playing our best,"
said junior Carin llorne. who
scored all 14 of her points in
the second half. "Wecame

out great the second half."
The Rockets wouldn't go
away, though, as a Danielle
Bishop jumper tied the game
at 55 with 4:46 remaining. But
Casey McDowell responded
at the other end with an open
3 from the right wing, and the
Falcons outscored UT 13-10
the rest of the game.
"We kept our composure,"
1 lonegger said. "I think we
did a great job of that as well."
Even though yesterday's
game was against their chief
rival, the Falcons insist on playing hard regardless of their
opponent. Of course, there will
always be a competitive vibe
between BGand UT—that
will cease to change.
They're a competitive
group," Miller said. "I say it over
and over again, and they hate
to lose."

Samarco not enough
MEN, FROM PAGE 7

(Martini Samarco and ISteven]
Wright, hitting those tough
shots, I mean, it was just such a
classic game."
I he Moons, who fell to 8-13
and 4-7 in die MAC have now
lost three straight. They were led
by Samarco's 28 points and seven
rebounds. Steven Wright (nine
assistsl and lohn Floyd added 23
and 22 points, respectively, and
Patrick Phillips contributed 10
off the bench
"We didn't get play nut of some
guys, hut we got great play out
of Martin and great play out of
IToyd for a ample games in a
row, and Patrick Phillips was tremendous," I I,Ik ii 11 said.
In the first half it was the same
old stotyline for die lidcons. They
started off slow, not being able to
do much offensively and being
vulnerable defensively around
the rim. The Falcons went into
half-time surprisinglv only down
by six. 32-26.
The second half was a fast
paced and exciting 20 minutes of
basketball. In the second half the
Falcons seemed to be buried and
on the verge of being blown out

HOUSES

Down 13 with 3:05 left in regulation, Samarco took die game
into his own hands — literally.
Samarco scored 14 points in 95
seconds to bring the Falcons
back into the game.
"1 thought Martin Samarco
was ridiculously good down die
stretch," Dakich said.
At the end of regulation die
game was tied at 70 and the
momentum was shifting toward
die falcons. In die first overtime,
die Falcons went up by two
points after Wright hit a jump
shot with 18 seconds remaining
Oil guard Myclial Green missed
two free throws with 7 seconds
left but die ball was tipped back
in by Sonny Troutman with three
seconds left, sending the game
into another overtime.
In the second overtime, the
falcons had opportunities to win
die game, but came up short.
Down die stretch the Falcons
can't put games away, hut in
time, this young team hopes to
learn how to finish.
"I'm tired of losing, period,"
Samarco said. "1 lopefully. we can
look at this and keep working
hard in practice and hopefully it
will pay for us in the long run."

"After dial, it was kind of mediocre the rest of the day and then
it was topped off by a couple of
bad falls."
Then the team headed to the
bars where Jessica Bradley scored
a season high of 9.625 to tie for
second place with NIU's Meghan
Cronin. Boisvert and Jholeen
Ponce both scored 9.6 to tie for

tied her for first place with NIU's
lean Johnson.
The floor routine was not as
sharp as usual and featured a few
uncharacteristic slip-ups and the
unfortunate injury to IX'acon.
The event did feature a great
performance by Guyer, though.
She took first place with a 9.775,
yet another season high for her.

fourth place. Boisvert tied her
season-high which was achieved
last week against Illinois State.
On die balance beam, the
Falcons were led by their two
senior captains. Jessica Bradley
scored a 9.7 which is another
season high for her and lied for
third place. Guyer scored a 9.75,
which is also a season-high and

BG struggles on power play, still wins
HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 7

many big saves on the night.
"That was a terrific save,"
I'aluch said of I lorrell, who made
22 stops on 24 shots. "We've talked about the ability to learn to
win close games. A goalie making
a save in that situation is a big part
of it ... their best player with a
breakaway... dieir leading scorer
... he saves and then our leading
scorers make a terrific play at the
other end to score. That's the difference in the game."
Those same leading scorers got
the Falcons on the board just 28
second into the game. Alex Foster
found Matsumotoon the left side
of die net, whose pass found the
stick of an RJT player in front of
the net before beating goaltender
locelyn Guimond.
Guimond would regain his
composure quick though, and
played big in net as the Falcons
peppered him with shots, but
couldn't find any holes.
"He was very good," Paluch
said of Guimond, who made 34
saves on 37 shots. "We see a lot
of good goalies and he is right
there with them and his team

Neal Cropper BGNews

ICED OUT: Jonathan Matsumoto attempts a shot against RIT's Jocelyn
Guimond during BG's 3-2 victory Saturday at the Ice Arena.

season at 14.
"It's disappointing." Paluch
said of the record. "What's even
more disappointing is that not
only did we give up a shorthanded goal, but we almost gave up
the hockey game on the power
play and that's extremely disappuiniing."
The second period wouldn't
start much bener for the Falcons
as Lambert scored on a wraparound attempt on the left side
of the net just 1:50 in to give RfT

responded lo him."
Guimond stopped all three
shots he faced on the Falcons
lone power play of die first and
the Tigers rewarded him for his
efforts. Rob Tarantino got the
puck in the Falcons' end and beat
Horrell on a shot in front after he
skated in from behind the net.
The shorthanded goal tied
the game with just 31 seconds
remaining in the period and set
a new school record for most
shorthanded goals given up in a

a 2-1 lead.
Brandon Svendson would get
H( i back in it though when lie
made a great individual play on
an RIT power play to tie the game
up just 5:18 later.
RIT would finish the night
0-7 on the power play while
IK i went 1-8.
The teams would trade chances in die diird period, but neither
team could figure out the opposing goaltender. The Falcons got
oft 26 shots in the final 40 minutes while RIT had 14.
Finally after Guimond had
been anticipating the Falcons'
shots pretty well, Matsumoto and
die top scoring line setup a good
chance in front of the net and
found one of the few holes they'd
seen all night.
"We switched our power play
up throughout the game and
started out widi somediing different," Matsumoto said of die goal.
"Then we back to our old one
and that was kind of a set play.
Falk out to the middle and then
Ibster just found me and I tried to
do die same thing Svendson did
earlier as dieir goalie was doing a
good job of anticipating."

BGSU shines in shot No panic in Falcons
TRACK. FROM PAGE 7

White in the 200-meter run.
She had a time of 25.18 seconds, while Lacey Cochran
had a time of 26.38 seconds to
finish fifth.
Sehmann wasn't necessarily thrilled with a third place
finish, but he was able to take
some positives away from
the meet.
"Although third wasn't what
I was shooting for Friday, our
team made good strides and
will lie morecompetitive when
they are competing against
II other teams in the league
meet vs. three the other day,"
he said.
The one steady thing about
this year's track team has been
the shot put. Paris Bussey kept
that going for the team with
a toss of 13.82 meters, which

411 S. Grove: Beautiful three bdrm house. TJetlThajiMjoma. Garage.
127 E. Merry St.: Three bdrm house Nice Stte yard, close to campus.
937 Scott Hamilton: New remodeled three bdrm house w two car garage, 1 1/2 baths.
Close to campus.

had 11. Casey McDowell contributed six assists and two timely
3-pointers in the final minutes
of the game.
This marked the first time
this season the Falcons have
been down by double-digits, but
Miller was impressed with his
teams' composure when playing from behind.
"We didn't panic, we knew
it was going to take awhile to
get back into the game and we
weren't going to win it in any
four-minute stretch," Miller said.
"We just kept plugging away
until we took the lead, and then
I was fairly confident we could
finish the game off."

i'HOl/fl

Get out of the wind with
Newlove Rentals

441 N. Enterprise: Three bdrm house close to campus. Off Street parking.

WOMEN, FROM PAGE 7

won her the event. Takara
Dunning did well loo, as she
finished second with a throw
of 13.80 meters. Whitney
Hartman gave BGSU a fourth
place finish in the event, with
a throw of 13.61 meters.
A few other solid performances were turned in by
Bridget Dalic in the 500 meter
(third place), Stephanie
Hillman in the mile (fourth
place), and Lacey Cochran in
the 400 meter (second place).
Cochran set a personal and
season best with her time
of 57.50.
BGSU will have another big
meet this weekend, with the
All-Ohio'scomingup Saturday
inFindlay.

TIRE SAVINGS!

if

UT's Bishop had 18 points
and teammate Reindl contributed 16. The game was played
in front of a crowd of 2,610 in
Savage Hall.
"Whenever we do bad, we
do bad as a team, and we do
good as a team," llorne said. "So
basically we stayed together and
we pulled each other through."
The win marks the ninth
straight for BG, and the
sixth straight in the series
against Toledo.
"That team is 18-2 for a
reason, they're a very talented
team. Aren't their juniors eligible
lor the WNBA draft coming up?"
Ehlen said, smiling. "We need to
get these girls out of the league,
that's the biggest problem."

PIT STOP Tim 5EH¥ICE. Guuuumm.
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815 Second : Three bdrm house. Close to c«r?ipus.( Pet permitted.
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1002 E. Wooster: Three bdrm house. flSftss froiaAfcrnpus. ZONED FOR FIVE UNRELATED PEOPLE!

Stop by or call us at (119) 3521620
332 S. Main
Bowling Green
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Mark Humphrey APPIlolo

'FAST WILLIE' RUNS FOR DAYLIGHT: Pittsburgh Steelers running back Willie Parker makes a 75-yard touchdown run as he's chased by Seattle Seahawks from left. LeRoy Hill (56), Michael Boulware (28). Bryce Fisher
(94), Lofa Tatupu (51), and Etric Pruitt (35), from left, during the third quarter of the Super Bowl XL football game yesterday in Detroit. Park finished the game with 93 yards rushing on 10 carries, and one touchdown.

One for the thumb' IS

Steelers win fifth title,
Bettis retires from the NFL
By Eddie Pells
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DETROIT — Mick Jagger
moved up and down the field
at halftime more easily than the
Pittsburgh offense did for most
of the game. In the end, though,
Jerome Bettis, the Steelers and
their thousands of rowdy fans
wound up the big winners on
Super Bowl yesterday.
Save for a few big plays that
changed the game, style points
were hard to come by on
America's annual football holiday. But to Pittsburgh, the 21-10
victory over the Seattle Seahawks
was beautiful — a gritty grind of
a game that included just enough
flair to transform a blue-collar
team playing in a blue-collar city
into champions.
In a stadium brimming with
thousands ofPittsburgh fans waving Terrible Towels, the Steelers
finally captured their fifth title,
that "One for the Thumb" they've
been chasing since 1980.
"It's almost unreal right now,"
coach Bill Cowher said.
Title No. 5 for Pittsburgh was
the first in the jut-jawed coach's
14 years and for Bettis, The Bus,
who said he would end his 13-

year career with a win in his
hometown, only a few miles from
where he grew up.
"I played this game to win a
championship," he said. "I'm a
champion and I think the last
stop is here, in Detroit."
When it was over, Cowher
found himself drenched, with
water from the traditional dousing given to him by his players
— and with tears, as he hugged
his wife and daughters. It was a
scene much different than one 10
years ago, when the Steelers lost
in the Super Bowl and Cowher
had to do most of the consoling
Pittsburgh won four games
away from home in the postseason to take the championship.
"A lot of people tell you you
can't do it, but you know what,
it doesn't mean you don't go out
and try," Cowher said.
Two plays made a difference in this one: Willie Parker's
record-setting 75-yard run for a
touchdown right after halftime
and receiver Antwaan Randle
El's 43-yard touchdown pass to
Hines Ward on a trick play that
put the Steelers up by 11 early in
the fourth quarter.
Before that, it was (agger and
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the Rolling Stones making the
best moves.
lagger strutted his stuff during
a three-song set, two of which
contained obscenities that the
NFL chose to bleep out. There
would be no reprisal of the lanet
lackson "wardrobe malfunction"
this year thanks to the network's
decision to air everything on a
five-second delay.
The Stones were stars of a halftime show the NFL had been
seeking for years — so long, in
fact, that the league turned a celebration of the Motown sound
that has long defined Detroit into
a pregame-show undercard.
That didn't sit well in the Motor
City during the lead-up to the
game, but Detroit got its due.
The NFL took a chance bringing its showcase game up North
to one of America's great, old cities, but one under duress. Hurt
by sinking population, growing
unemployment and urban blight
that doesn't go away easily, this
proud metropolis was a happy

host, eager to impress and hoping
the NFLs magic and money won't
go away as soon as the teams and
fans leave.
Bettis wasn't ashamed.
"The best part is being able to
showcase the hometown," he said
eariier in the week, of a city that
was staggered last month when
Ford announced up to 30,000 job
cuts. "I love this city and it puts
our city on the grandest stage in
the world. It's something that's
much needed."
In between the Stones,
Pittsburgh's big plays and a few
nice rumbles by Bettis, America's
140 million viewers got their taste
of the always anticipated Super
Bowl commercials, aired at a cost
of S2.5 million per 30 seconds.
Nobody had more reason to
celebrate than the Steelers, who
got this win despite a less-thanperfect game from their quarterback, Ben Roethlisberger
(9-for-21 for 123 yards and two
interceptions) and an offense
that desperately needed the big
plays it got to pull this out.
An aesthetic masterpiece,
it was not, although a workingman's city like Pittsburgh
and a blue-collar team like the
Steelers will certainly take it.
"I hope they appreciate
me, because we just brought
a championship home," Bettis
said. "One for the Thumb!"

Gene I. Puskar AP Photo
AN 'MVP CATCH': Willie Parker lumps into the arms of Super Bowl MVP
Hines Ward after Ward caught a 43-yard touchdown reception.

You can't afford NOT to live here!
Reserve your space today!

14Q1/2Manville-2BR. Limit 2 people .
Limit 2 cars. $560.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $560.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007.
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $690.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $690.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $680.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
432 S. College. #A and #B - Duplex Limit 5
people total. Unit #A-$690.00 per month plus
utilities. Unit #B - $480.00 per month plus
utilities. Garage is shared between the units.
Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4, 2007.

| Spacious Living at a Reasonable Price
| 1,2,3, & 4 Bedrooms Available

• Free Internet and Cable TV

1

• Huge Kitchen

Large Capacity Washer and Dryer

i Furnished and Unfurnished Units
Available
» Private Full Size Bath in Each
Bedroom, Plus a Guest Powder Room
' Large Walk In Closets

• Built in Microwave and Dishwasher
• A Deck! Perfect for Cookouts and
Big Enough to Use
• Clubhouse with a Fitness Room & Billiards
• Outdoor Basketball & Volleyball Courts

710Eiath - 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00
Lease May 13, 2006 - May 5, 2007

205? Napoleon Rcl
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4 30

• 419.353.3300*
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www.bgnews.com/world

ANTI-CARTOON PROTESTERS TORCH MISSION

WORLD

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Muslim rage over caricatures
of the prophet Muhammad grew increasingly violent
yesterday as thousands of rampaging protesters —
undaunted by tear gas and water cannons — torched
the Danish mission and ransacked a Christian
neighborhood.

Iran teeters on nuclear decision
Leaders will hold talks
with Russians after all,
hut what-ifs persist
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iran said
yesterday ii will hold talks with
Moscow on a proposal to en rich
Iranian uranium in Russia, a
day after a senior Iranian oliiCial declared the proposal dead
because Iran was referred to
the UN. Security Council.
I he situation has changed.
Still, we will attend talks with
Russia on l-eb. 16," foreign
Ministrv spokesman llamid

Reza Asefi told a press conference.
On Saturday, lavad Vaeidi,
deputy head of the powerful
National Security Council,
said there was there was "no
adequate reason to pursue the
Russian plan" after the U.N.
nuclear watchdog reported
Iran to the Security Council.
But Asefi said yesterday that
Russian remained open to
the idea.
"The proposal has to conform itself with the new circumstances," Asefi said. "If the
Russian proposal makes itself

compatible with the new conditions, it can be negotiated."
It was not clear if the change
of course represented a
major shift in Iran's strategy
in the crisis over its nuclear
activities.
Russia had proposed that
Iran shift its plan for largescale enrichment of uranium to
Russian territory to allay world
suspicions that Iran might use
the process to develop a nuclear bomb.
Uranium enriched to a
low degree is used as fuel for
nuclear reactors. But highly-

Cuba has its own thoughts on how to
handle Iran. SECURITY CLUB IS A HOUSE
DIVIDED NEXT PAGE

enriched uranium is suitable
for making atomic bombs.
Iran has said the plan has
ambiguities that need to he
clarified in talks. Iranian officials have also said Tehran
would reject the proposal if it
sought to prevent Iran from
enriching uranium inside
the country and that the plan
would be acceptable only as
a complimentary measure to
Iran's nuclear program.

Terrorist prisoners in
Yemen jail break free
Successful escapees
include associates of
al Qaida network
LYON. Prance (AP) — A man
considered u mastermind of
the USS Cole bombing that
killed 17 sailors in a Yemeni
port in 2000 was among 23
people who escaped from
a Yemen prison last week.
Interpol said yesterday.
The international police
agency issued an "urgent
global security alert" for those
who escaped I'riday from the
prison via a tunnel. It called
the escapees "dangerous
individuals."
A Yemen security official
announced the escape of
convicted al-C/aida members I'riday but did not
provide details.
Interpol said in a statement
that at least i;i of the 23 escapees were convicted al-Qaida
fighters, who escaped via a

140-yard-long tunnel "dug
by the prisoners and co-conspirators outside."
Yemeni officials confirmed
to Interpol that a man considered a mastermind of
the Cole attack, identified as
lamal al-Badawi, was among
those who escaped.
Al-Badawi was among
those sentenced to death
in September 2004 for plotting the USS Cole attack. Two
suicide bombers blew up an
explosives-laden boat next to
the destroyer as it refueled in
the Yemeni port of Aden on
Oct. 12,2000.
Another of the 23 escapees was identified as l-'awaz
Yahya al-Rabeiee, considered
by Interpol to be one of those
responsible for a 2002 attack
on the French tanker l.imburg
off Yemen's coast.
That attack killed a
Bulgarian crew member and
spilled 90,000 barrels of oil
into the Gulf of Aden.

This service it supported by the (ity of

ATTENTION TENANTS IN THE BOWLING GREEN COMMUNITY:

Bowling Green and is financed in part
through an operating grant from ODOT G FTA.

Actual Web Address
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Monday-Friday
6:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Saturday
10:00 a.m. to li:00 p.m.

BC Community Housing Evaluation

|Cffl+J ^http //sufv«v.bgiu«du/iurVfvs/ilud«mlil*/houMng/housmg_survtv.ht:

M.iOldif: Prisons'. 6'.ytsofaqe*
SI.HFdie: Seniors (6V).Disdblfd
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WE NEED TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR HOUSING EXPERIENCE!
Are you a tenant in the BG community?

®Yes ONo

Would you like to refer your landlord to a friend?

®Yes O No

Did your landlord treat you with respect?

®W8 ONo

Were the cost of utilities what you expected?

OYes ®No

lo schedule a ride, please (dll

1-800-579-U99
(One houi in advtinte)

"Your ride around town",

Did your landlord make unfair security deposit deductions? OYes ®No

i
It's time to share your voice
with fellow students and future tenants.
Visit us at the [BGSU HOME PAGE] to complete
the survey and you could win one of numerous gas cards
given away throughout February! All evaluations will remain
anonymous and your responses will help shape and
reform the student rental market.

..it I KU<I /Ml H/'.H

CAMPBELL HILL
Apts. 1 -75
2 Bedroom

3 Bedroom

Townhouses

Townhouses

• Deposit Special
$400

• Deposit Special

• Furnished
• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement
• Air conditioned
• Microwave
• Washer/Dryer

$600
• Furnished
• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement
• Air conditioned
• Microwave
• Washer/Dryer

Starting at

Renting lof

$735/morrth

$900/month

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419)352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

WORLD
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Families demand answers
Relatives of Red Sea
disaster victims plea
for any information

Hamid Foinitin AP Photo

CHANGING HANDS: Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad receives
a message from Fidel Castro through the Cuban Foreign Minister.

Security club is
a house divided

success. U.S. Ambassador lohn
Bolton had pushed for Iran to
be brought before the council
since his days as U.S. undersecretary of state for arms control
and international security in
ByNickWadnams
2001-2005.
IH( ASSOCIATED PRESS
"It inevitably changes the
UNITED NATIONS—The cam- political dynamic when their
paign to slop Iran from devel- nuclear weapons program has
oping a nuclear weapon has been considered in the Security
now moved lo Ehe U.N. Security Council, which is charged with
Council, but countries there the maintenance of internahave vastly different ideas of tional peace and security by
the U.N. charter, rather than
what the council should do.
in a specific agency
The five permaof the U.N. system,"
nent council mem"We
and
Bolton said Friday.
bers are split, with the
"The Iranians
United States, Britain
China can
know full well
and France hoping
accept
what they're doing,
to pressure Iran into
backing down with informing Of which is trying to
the ultimate threat the Security ac<iuire a nuclear
of sanctions.
weapons capability,
Council,
However, China
and I understand
and Russia do not
why they don't
which
want people talking
want to incite Tehran
is quite
about it in the full
and would prefer that
light of day."
the council play a
normal."
In recent days,
limited role with the
the
diplomatic
' International Atomic
ANDREYDENISOV,
debate at the United
Energy Agency keepRUSSIA'S U.N.
Nations on the issue
ing the lead in hanAMBASSADOR
has focused on two
dling Iran.
words — "reportThe Iranian government yesterday ended all ing" Iran to the council or
voluntary cooperation with "referring" it.
The distinction reflects a funthe IAEA, saying it would start
uranium enrichment and damental difference in view.
reject surprise inspections of The Russians and Chinese
its facilities. Uranium enriched do not mind if the council is
to a low degree can be used for informed of the IAEA's dealnuclear reactors, while highly ings with Iran, but they do not
enriched uranium is suitable want the IAEA to "refer" Iran to
the council.
for warheads.
That, they believe, would give
However, in an apparent
reversal. Foreign Ministry the impression that the IAEA
spokesman Hamid Reza Asefi was washing its hands of Iran
said the government was open and asking the council to take
to negotiations on Moscow's the lead.
"We and China can accept
proposal that Iran shift its plan
for large-scale enrichment to informing of the Security
Russian territory in an effort Council, which is quite norto allay suspicions. A day ear- mal," Russia's U.N. Ambassador
lier, an Iran representative at Audrey Denisov said. "That is
the IAEA meeting said that pro- the right of the Security Council
to get any information it needs.
posal was "dead."
For the U.S.-led faction, the But not referral, not official subIAEA's decision Saturday to mitting, not handing it to the
report Iran represented a great Security Council."

China, Russia dissent
on whether to stay
hands-offin Iran case

the port 280 miles southeast of
Khaled Hassan, a 27-year-old
Cairo, family members threw survivor from the village of alDhobiyah near l.uxor who was
stones at police.
"Where is the president, traveling home after working in
where are our sons? Where are Kuwait, said he saw the ship's
By Mariam Fam
the bodies? We want to know captain jump into a lifeboat as
IHE ASSOCIAtEO PRESS
the fate of the children," yelled passengers were left behind.
SAFAGA. Egypt — Family mem- the protesters, who had been His story could not be verified.
bcrsof passengers on a ferry that waiting in the area for two days.
Abdul Muhsin Rayan, a 35sank in the Red Sea protested
"If you don't have the bodies, year-old from Sohag who had
yesterday as they waited in vain at least give us Ideathl certifi- been working in Saudi Arabia,
for news of their loved ones, cates and let us go.
said as smoke
accusing Egypt's government of You have been torengulfed the ship,
"We
pray
that
mishandling the rescue after the turing us for days,"
crew members told
ship went down with more than shouted Heshmat
the passengers not
God
1,400 people on board.
to put on life jackets
Mohammed
almighty
Only a handful more of pas- Hassan,
that were nearby,
whose
sengers were pulled from the brother is still
because that would
may
count
sea, dashing hopes for some missing.
panic women and
[the
victimsl
1,000 feared dead.
The families need
children.
Lawmakers called for investi- death certificates to
"Fromthecaptain
among his
gations and said the ship's owner claim a payment of
on down, no one
martyrs."
had been responsible for previ- $5,200 that the presigave us any instrucous disasters. Egyptian officials dent has said should
tions on what to do,"
HOSNI MUBARAK,
said the captain was missing, go to the family of EGYPTIAN PRESIDENT he said from a hosand some survivors alleged he each victim. The
pital bed.
had jumped into one of the first president said surviThe
tragedy
lifeboats out. rather than stay vors would each get $2,600.
struck a deep core of diswith the crippled ship.
Mubarak flew to Hurghada. content among Egyptians,
late yesterday police put the about 40 miles north of Safaga, who are suffering from an
number of those rescued at on Saturday and visited survi- economic downturn.
401 — up from 376 reported on vors in two hospitals. Television
Tens of thousands of
Saturday — and an indication pictures of the visit, which nor- Egyptians work in Saudi
that few more survivors would mally would have carried sound Arabia and other Persian Gulf
be found. It was unclear when of Mubarak's conversations, countries — many of them
the additional 25 people had were silent.
from impoverished families
"We pray that God almighty in southern Egypt who spend
been rescued.
A total of 195 bodies have may count |the victimsl among years abroad to earn money.
his martyrs," Mubarak said dur- They often travel by ship to and
been recovered.
Among the survivors was 5- ing his visit, in remarks that from Saudi Arabia.
year-old Mohammed Ahmed were televised.
Independent
Egyptian
Hassan, kept afloat for more
Fire broke out in the vessel's newspapers have accused
than 20 hours by a life ring. parking bay as it was about Mubarak's government of proDoctors said the boy was in 20 miles from the Saudi shore tecting the ship's owner, who
good condition but appar- where it had sailed from, surently had lost his parents, sister vivors said yesterday. The crew
and brother.
decided to push across the Red
The Al-Salaam Boccaccio 98 Sea, to try to reach Egypt's shores
was carrying more than 1,400 110 miles away.
passengers and crew and 220
As it burned, many passencars when it quickly sank early gers moved to one side of the 35Friday about 55 miles from year-old ship. An explosion was
the Egyptian Red Sea port of heard, and high winds helped
Hurghada. Most of the pas- topple the unbalanced vessel.
Initial offers of help in the ressengers were Egyptian workers
cue effort from the United States
returning from Saudi Arabia.
Outside the Red Sea port in and Britain were rejected, and
Safaga. where survivors were four Egyptian ships reached the
being taken, about 100 family scene only by Friday afternoon,
members shouted at police and about 10 hours after the ferry
criticized Egyptian President was believed to have capsized.
Survivors came forward yesHosni Mubarakfor not providing
more informaUon. On Saturday, terday with more tales of crew
at similar demonstrations in errors before the sinking.

Amenities: washer/dryer
microwave
gas log fireplace
&. 2 car garage
walk in closets
large yard

int|rop ferrate
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday 10:00-2:00
www.winthropterrace.com

(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

Winthrop

they say is close to a top official
in government.
The weekly independent
paper Soutelomma said two
other ferries owned by the
company had sunk in the past
10 years, without the government properly investigating or
putting the company's owner
on trial.
Mustafa al-Bakri, part of a
delegation of 20 members of
parliament who went to Safaga,
said lawmakers would try to
investigate why Egyptian officials received no distress call
from the ship.
He also said the company that owned the ship "is
responsible for several other
disasters."
Mubarak
spokesman
Suleiman Awad said the ferry
did not have enough lifeboats and an investigation
was under way into the ship's
seaworthiness.
But Maj. Gen. Sherin Hasan,
chairman of the maritime
section of the Transportation
Ministry, said there were more
than enough lifeboats for
the number of passengers on
the ferry.
Hasan said the captain of the
vessel, whom he did not name,
was missing.
The ship was owned by El
Salam Maritime which issued
a statement declaring it complied "with all the international
safety regulations and treaties
and |was| certified to make
international voyages."
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"MfCE PACKAGE

$

fOO CASH

BEFORE
SPR/A/G BREAKf*

Has What?!?

he BIGGEST Package In Town!
• Gas Included (heat, hotwater, cooking)
• High Speed Internet Included
• Free Shuttle service to & from campus
• 2 swimming pools.
• 3 Laundromats

^ 2 Resort style pools
^ 3 Year-round hot tubs

bl Washer and dryer in every apt.

^ 3 High pressure tanning domes
^ 1 Huge 24-hr. Fitness center
il 32" or Big Screen TV
w/furnished package

^ No deposits Rent starts at $299
bl Free high speed internet
bl And much, much more!
THE ENCLAVE l& II

• 1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
• Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

bl Private shuttle route to campus

Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4

/(Hi Napoleon Ftd
419-353 5100
www collogepfiikwch com

a
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Watermill

brought to you by
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

l\X|)ITSS

L'il Abnet's dad
Behaved
Pandemonium
Jack or Jeremy
Three Rivers player
Feline
Elite invitees
French bridge
Sharp-cornered

10 Covered with a thin
layer
11
12
13
18
22
25
27

Alarm clock feature
Discharge
Harrow's rival
Otherwise
More recent
Egg creation
Color changer

28 Abrogate
29 Schlep

Load luggage .
British naval base.
Coffee shop
Muscular stiffness
Grackle's scratcher
Leave out
Evening school event
Bushy 'do

43
46
47
49
51
52
53
56
59
61
62
64

20 Third word of the Constitution
21 F/X specialists

23 NFL gains
24 Tab's target

26 Lecherous look

Travel

SERVING

SINCE 1972

M
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163 S. Main • Bowling Green

Personals

FRESH
T/'f'f/

MIRAGE SALON - TANNING
Tan now until May 6th - $69.00 *tax
354 2016. next to Kinko's

Wanted

IE
Guitarist wanted for Toledo based
cover band. Musk: covered includes
new alternative * rock. Call 419973-1770 for more information.

SB Spring. Break Website! Low
Prices guaranteed. Book 11 people,
get 12th trip free1 Group discounts
ior6.VfWw.SpringBreak.Plscou.riH
com or www.L«l«uniTour«.coni or
800-838-8202.

27
28
31
34

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007
Call 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available
$7.00 -$12.00+ Per Hoar

Part-Time, Year Round
Full Time in the summer
Management Inc.
II ill.rl.il, Apis.
1082 Fairview Ave
I & 2 barms / 3 txirm Twnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/Drycrs in
2/3 bdrm./lnicrih't special/
Carports/ BOSU Bus Shuttle

/(JEfcCA

Lock in your summer job now!

1-800-899-8070

Greenbriar
Rentals

Management Inc.
Hcin/siie
710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 Mi in apl.
Dishv-asher/GarbageDisposal
A.C./washer. Dryer in 2 bdrms.
Tree Internet/Walk lo Campus

Management Inc.

522 E. Merry
2 Bedroom Apts.
1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

Starting at $550; mo

W 405 S.< hurch
2 bdrm Apl/ 2 bdrm Twnh
I bach/ close lo downtown

• jus Md ?*:«-

Best Summer Job - Ever!
Spend spring & summer outdoors in a garden! Get a work-out & tanS get paid! Oak Park Landscape S
Water Garden Center is hiring full &
part-time positions for the upcoming
season. To qualify, you should be a
people-person', willing to learn, &
available to work weekends. Send
resume to Oak Park, 3131 Wilkins
Rd.. Swanton. Ohio 43558 or call
lor an appointment 419-825-1438.
Kennel help pt time eves & wkeendsMaumee area. If you love animals &
like work, please call Rick or Kelly
419-893.7218.
PART TIME WORK
$12.75 base'appt.. flex, sched.. all
majors welcome. All ages 18.. sales
svc. Conditions apply. Call M-F
419-861-6134.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs tun
loving counselors to teach all activities Great summer' Call 888-8448080. apply: camPcedar.MITI
SOFTBALL UMPIRES needed this
summer for slow pitch Softball in
BG. Earn $18/game. For further
info contact jtreeger@woh.rr.com.

For Sale

Eff. I bdrm/2 bdrms
Starting at S2.S5/mo
Laundry on rite
15 minute walk In campus
BGSU Bus Route

Staling at $590/mfl
♦ pascVKfetec**:

Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey
842/846/850 Seventh St.
Two story duplexes
3 bdrm/ 2 baths/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

Frazee Ave, Apartments
2 Bedroom Apts.
f BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

GLORY ROAD IPCI
1154 10/05945
CHEAP!R BY THE DOZEN 2|rS| I 00 3 15 100
fUH WITH DICK 1 JANE (PS-131 100 310
520 730940
CHRONICLES 01 NARNIA: THE LION. 1HE
WITCH AND THE WAROROIE lrv| 1 00 4 00 7-»
CAPOTE mi
9 20
• WHEN A STRANGER CALLS IPS-1II 100
3 10 5 20730940
BIG MOMMA'S HOUSE 2(rU-lll 145430
700930
ANNAPOLIS IrS-IJI
1304 157 10945
NANNY MCPHEElPCl 1 00 3 15 5 30 7 45 1000
UNDERWOfllO EVOLUTION •)
1 30 4 15
700930
HOODWINKED IPOI 100300500700915
LAST HOLIDAY (PS-Ill 130420715950
MMEMCI MOUNTAINwi 1 00 4 00 7 00 9 55
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2 CONVCNICNT BG LOCATIONS

989 S. Main Si. (Next to Pagliai */
1058 N. Main St. (In Fiont nl Goodwill)

For Sale

For Rent

2000 Chevy Blazer LT, loaded, pwr
everything. Leather & CD. $7750 00
OBO. 98.000 mi. (740|222-0177.

4 bdrm. apt. recently remodeled.
Multiple students unrelated OVER 3
allowed. Call 419-308-3525
10am- 10pm 619 High St. LAST 1

For Rent

Copper Beech townhouse. Private
bdrnvbathrm. tree cable/DSL internet. $313.75 mo. plus 1/4 elec.S water. Immed. occup. (440) 328-9074.

Call now & ask about our specials
1 & 2 bedroom apts. available in serene, park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water & trash.
Bowling Green Village. 352-6335.
•• Houses S Apts. NflH . 06-07 All
close to campus, low as $199.00
mo. Quiet, close to downtown.
Updates Avail. @CARTYRENTALS
COM or call 3530325 9am -9pm.
3 bdrm , AC, W/D, close to campus/
downtown. Recently remod. Avail in
Aug. $1200 mo. 419-308-1242.
3 bedroom, houses.
1 8 2 bedroom, apartments.
Available. Aug. Call 419-686-4651
3-4 Bdrm house tor rent. Close to
campus and downtown.
' Call 419-308-2456
30 day satisfaction guaranteed.
t bdrm & studio starting at $355.

419-352-0590.
BG Apts -818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 . gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.
wwwbgflrMrtments^am
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available for 2006
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
S25" TV. Call 419-352-1520

For Rent

Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E. Washington Street
419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www.highlandmgmt.com
Quiet Tenants Desired
Grad/Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired
Great house & location. 3/5 bdrm.
3 bath large yard., 2 car garage,
patio, AC, W/D. 353-7374.
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
OfficeOpen10-2M-F
wvm.bgapanments.com

Next School Year
3 bedrm. house, close to campus.
419-265-1061 or 419-352-4773.
PERRY LAKE VILLAGE
15 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDENTS WELCOME
1. 2. 3 BEDROOMS $499 - $699
419-874-7274 OR 1-888-544-4647
Subleaser needed May-Aug. 530 S.
Main-big spacious apt, parking, included $282.50 . util. 419 217-7833
Subleaser Needed.
Big. Spacious House.
$275 mo. . utilities 330-701-8575
Sublsr. needed. 2 bdrm., 1 bath.
228 1/2 S College, apt. J. $395. mo
Tenant'pays elec. gas $20 mo. Pets
welcome. 1/2 blk. from BGSU. Call
Tncia 419-494-4300.
Summer rmtes. needed. Fully turn.
3 bdrms., 2 baths. Close to campus.
$400 mo. ind. util. 419-262-1368.
Winthrop Terrace Apartments.
1 A 2 Bedroom Apartments.
419-352-9135.

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans

NOW LEASING 2006-2007
Georgetown Manor 800 f St.

• Patio

I & 2 Bedroom Apartments

• Spacious kitchen

Parking and Laundry Fotililies

• Pets welcome!

)on'l know wheir you'ir
living next year yrt (*

MARTEN RENTALS
601 Third St., grad.. 1 bdrm.
704 Fifth St.. 2 bdrm., furn.
710 Seventh., 2 bdrm., unfurn.,
mature renters.
4-5 house available May.
Call for more info. 352-3445.

lafe!

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

Stressed?!?!

Gas, Water S Sewer paid.

-FREE HEAT

The "Blue House" 616? St.
1 S 3 Bedroom Apoi Intents

WKSnvSQIMM
■PMTailKT*

riXnimrlM

9«MH

N

^B GIPSY LAM
1 ihoppesOn
1 VxitttM**.

t

133.5 H. Church St.
2 Bedroom Apartments
Downtown, Hewn/ remodeled

135H. Church St.
3 Bedroom House

i-9-l? Honk
taftMttlr

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

(wibwa^BUKtloiaivs)

419-352-7691

419-353-7715 t=J

THE
TANNING
CENTER
^erviMj 5C, W 1980

317 H. Enterprise
3 Bedroom Housa
FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

CONTACT LUCIE 419-354-9740

2 FREE VISITS
With any 10 visit
package purchase

exp. 2/28/06

1 MONTH
In the standard beds

32
Stop by the Office
a! 1045 N.Moin St
or check website
www.meccoba.com
ir complete listing
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THE RINGER lrS-IJ|
5:10 7 10920
RBfTlPfr-HI
4 15 7 009:40
YOURS. MINE AND 0UHS(P«|5 00 710910
JUST ERIENDS IPO-Ill
5 20 7 20 9 30
WALK THE LINE (PS-Ill
4 00 7 00 940
RUMOR HAS IT ..(PS-HI
5:20 720930
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Friends Family Anime & Games, the
best in anime & games in NW Ohio.
Located on the corner of Front &
Mam in east Toledo-in the big green
building.

906 INTFR.STATF DKIVK
lUlt 159<«m«T .if I -5 and Rl JIM
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68 "Mr. _ Goes to Town"
69 Tuesday of Hollywood

1

2 Bedroom Townhouses

<*■>,
oHtt

V

67 Roman Polanski film

■ Ridge Manor Apartments
Management Inc.
215 E. Poe

1 0

s

Adores
Cup nm
Singer Bonnie
Airport info

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

1

X

c

36 Put on
37
39
40
42

Tropical lizard
Military blockade
The least bit
Clicked one's tongue
Collier's access
Fork part
Competent
Put away
Homer's neighbor

ANSWERS

65 Aunt in "Oklahoma!"
66 Rubberneck

Consider
Facts and figures
LLD holder
Hold in respect

Spring Break Panama City From
$199! Beachfront Rooms at Boardwalk. Holiday Inn! Free Party Package. Food at MTVu Parly Tent! Bahamas Cruise $299. Daytona $179,
Cancun. Acapulco. Nassau $599!
SpringBreakTravel.com
800-678-6386
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE'
5 Days From $299! Includes Meals.
Taxes. Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events. Beach Parties With Celebrities As Seen On Real Work), Road
Rules! On Campus Reps Needed1
www.SpnngBreakTravel.com.
1 800-678-6386.

Gushed with gusto
Easy _ It!
Setting of a quote
Calif, neighbor
Fashionable
MacGraw and Baba
Was left idle
Plato or Aristotle
Brief stays
Designer Christian
Chophouse offering
Memo heading

45 Longest golf clubs
48"_ a Girf in \*\
Soup"
50 Egyptian fertility god
dess

52
53
"Star 54
55
56
57
58
60
63

30 Colonial insects
31 Guinness
of
Wars"
32 Dorothy's pet
33 News honchos
35 Vitality
38 Beer mug
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
19

41 Wood shaper
44 Worked up about

ROOM*

Available!

only $25^

exp. 2/28/06

No Hidden Fii-, Mo(n<lrt drdRpqumxl

THE WASH HOUSE

mm

17 IEDS • 2 BOOTHS)
NOAI>F01NTM€NT
NCCtSSARY

SOUTHSIDE
LAUNDROMAT

THE HEAT
904E.V _

41H52-:
(SUM -1B001WI

(5KK IMOTrli
Clowil to C»mpuj

Austrailian Gold
Lotions Always
25% off!

